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Abstract 
The numaical simulation of chemically reacting flows is a topic that has attracted a great 
deal of cunent research At the heart of numerical reactive flow simulations are large sets of 
coupled, nonlinear Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) Due to the stiffness that is usually 
present,, explicit time differencing schemes are not used despite theil inherent simplicity and 
efficiency on parallel and vector machines, since these schemes requile prohibitively small 
numerical stepsizes Implicit time differencing schemes, although possessing good stability 
characteristics, introduce a great deal of computational overhead necessary to solve the 
simultaneous algebraic system at each timestep This thesis examines an algorithm based 
on a preconditioned time diflaencing scheme The algorithm is explicit and permits a large 
stable time step An investigation of the algorithm’s accuracy, stability and performance on 
a palallrl architecture is presen(ed 
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1 Introduction 
Atmospheric chemistry deals with chemical compounds in the atmosphere, their distribu- 
tion, origin, chemical transformation into other compounds, and finally, their removal from 
the atmospheric domain These substances may occur as gases, liquids, or solids The com- 
position of the atmosphere is dominated by the gases nitrogen and oxygen in proportions 
that have been found invsliahle in time and space at altitudes up to 100 km All other com- 
ponents are minor ones with many of them occurring only in traces Atmospheric chemistry 
thus deals primarily with trace substances 

As an interdisciplinay field of science, atmospheric chemistry has its main loots in mete- 
orology and chemistry, with additional ties to microbiology, plant physiology, oceanography, 
and geology The full range of the subject was last tleated by (: E Junge in his 1963 mono- 
gmph “Ail Chemistry and Radioactivity” The extraordinarily rapid development of the 
field in the past two decades has added mush new knowledge and insight into atmsspheric 
processes Most of the literature, howeva, addresses specifically the plohlems of local air 
pollution, whereas the natuxal atmosphae has received only a fragmentary treatment even 
though it provides the yardstick for any assessment of air pollution levels The recogni- 
tion that man has started to pertwb the atmosphere on a global scale is now shifting the 
attention away from local toward global conditions [I] 

In the laboratory, in the chemical manufacturing industry, and in many othel situations, 
chemical reactions occur under relatively uniform conditions of temperature, pressme, and 
irradiation In the atmosphere these conditions vary substantially, producing noticeable 
effects on composition and chemical reactions Therefore, it is worthwhile t,o presenl some 
information on the gaseous medium within which this chemistry occurs 

The at,mosphere is densest at the earth’s surface The density decreases lapidly with in- 
cleasiug altitude Since many chemical reactions are pressnre-dependent, the density st,ruc- 
ture alone implies differences in composition Most reactions are tempelaturP.dcpendpnt as 
well and t,hus reflect to some extent the atmospheric temperature st,ructure 

React,ions involving solar photons ale central to atmosphaic chemistry One therefore 
needs to know the spectrum of solar radiation in some detail This spectrum is approximately 
that, of a blackbody at 5900’ K, crossed by nuux~ou~ absorption lines Sevclal gascs modify 
the solar spectrum as the radiation penetrates fulthel into the atmosphere 03, 02, 17~0, 
and c’02 ae the most important modifias, but contlibubions at: also made by CH4, iVzO, 
and ot,hel natural and anthlopogenic gases [Z] The absolpt,ion of light, primarily by 03, is 
a majo factor causing the increase in tempaature with altitude in the stratosphere [3] 

Of special importance to atmospheric chemistry ae the photons energetic enough to dis- 
soci& photosensitive molecules, for most molecules such photons have wavelengths shorta 
than about 400 nm The solar fluxes increase significantly as one moves upward from the 
ground toward the tlopopause (the troposphere~stlatospllere hounday) Similarly dramatic 
variations are seen at constant altitudes as one moves to different latitudes or as the seasons 
change Any reactions dependent upon solar photons obviously vary in proportion to these 
changes 

Another important facet of atmospheric chemistry not always present in other chemical 
systems is atmospheric mixing On a small scale, these motions ale turbulent and serve to 
dispclse emissions from point sources On a largel scale, the motions ale ordaed and have 
the ability to transport emitted species far downwind and to high altitudes The large scale 
mixing is not uniform over the ealth Transport along a fixed latitude band is swh that 
emittant,s can circumnavigate the earth in about two weeks, as shown hy volcanic eruption 
clouds In tht! lower t~oposphae, typical advection velocities are of older 25 km/h, hut 
variations due to local weather patterns ale substantial Within a single hemisphere, north- 
south tlanspult occurs ova a time scale of a few weeks Transport across the equator is 
strongly inhibited by the conve~gencc of opposed ai1 flows, and require six months to a 
YPEil 
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Vertical mixing is a strong function of local weather patterns also A simplified concep- 
tual approach often taken to describe this mixing is to assume that the flux of a species in a 
chosen direction is proportional to its mean gradient This “eddy flux,” due to the random 
motions of the atmosphme, is giveu by 

where C is the concentmtion, z is the altitude, and Ii is the eddy diffusion co&cient The 
eddy coeff~rient is approximately coustant throughout the troposphere, indicating relatively 
uniform mixing The eddy co&cients at and ahove the tropopause are quite low, then 
inaease as mixing again becomes reasonably efficient in the middle and upper strstosphae 

The residence times of atmospheric trace species are closely related to the mixing reflected 
by t,hese eddy coeffirier~ts Some months ale required to vertically mix species emitted at, 
the ground tluoughout the troposphere Transport across the tlopopause is quite slow, since 
mixing is inhihiled by the atmospheric t,empaature structure Several years ax requiled 
fol zm average chemically iuat molecule to move tiom the ground to the lower stratosphere 

More than 99 9% of the moleculrs comprising the earth’s atmosphere are nitrogen (Nz), 
oxygen (Oz), or oue of the rare gases In addition, many trace molerules are found in the 
atmosphere They ale capable of influencing or controlling catain atmosphaic processes, 
even though their total concentration is very low Carbon dioxide, which is an important 
facto1 in the earth’s radiation balance hut is chemically unreactive in the troposphere, has 
an avaage (but increasing) courentlation of ahout 330 parts per million (ppm) The most 
abundant of the leactivc gases is methane, which comprises less than two parts per mil- 
lion of the tloposplreric gas Other reactive species are still less prevalent, the combined 
ronrentraGon of all of the reactive trace gases in the atmosphere seldom totals 10 ppm 

A most important molecule for atmospheric chemistry, especially droplet chemistry, is 
water vapor The mixing ratio of water vapor in the troposphae varies by some five orders 
of magnitude, from a few parts pel hundred iu the tropics near the surface to less than 
one part pa thousaud over the poles at the surface aud to a few parts pa million nea 
the tlopopause As a consequence of the mixing of the atmosphae, instantaneous wata 
concent,rations at, a given altitude and location vary by ahout a factor of teu depending ou 
the instantaneous vertical motion patterus 

The atmosphere is also influenced by aerosol palticles, clouds and precipitation [2] 
Interpletatious of atmosphaic behavior can hc tested by compaing the predictions of 

a model of the atmosphere with results from mrasurements on the atmosphere itself Ding- 
fiosiic models ale used to assess hypotheses about the physics and chemistry of atmosphaes 
from a knowledge of prrsent-day physical and chemical structure Prognortic models are 
of interest in evaluating the future behavior and evolution of an atmosphere subject,, for 
example, to changes iu natural and atificial inputs of trace species Such models can also 
he used to determine whether an assumed set of “starting” conditions could lead to observed 
pleseut-day atmospheres 

Consider a volume element in an atmosphere small enough to be uniform with respect 
to all vaiables such as tanperature, density, composition, and so 011 If the rate of flux to 
and fmm that element of heat, radiation, matter, etc , from all otha atmospheric elements 
is calculated, then the rate of change of the various physical parameters can be established 
C’hanical change within the volume element requiles only slight modification for the local 
alterations in composition, and possibly in physical conditious The confinGly equations 
involved iu the models ale typified by the one for matter, which states that the uet flow of 
mass into writ volume pa unit, time is equal to the local rate of change of density Solution 
of the continuity equations to1 every physical and chemical parameter of intelat, and fol 
every volume &mart in the atmosphere, should then lead to a self-consistent model of 
atmosphaic behavior that mimics in all lespects the temporal and spatial changes in the 
leaI atmosphere According to this view, with sufE<ient inpul. informatiou, and a fine enough 



grid size for the volume elements, all meteorological as well as chemical phenomena could be 
simulated by the model Such fhree-dimensional models (9-D) would be ideal for studying 
atmospheric chemistry Computer-numerical solutions are naturally used in models, hut the 
3-D models are so demanding of computer time and memory that, at present,, the chemistry 
has to be simplified drastically [4] S’ nn pl er chemical mod& may then be more practical, 
e g the C’hapman model of ozone distribution 

The numaical treatment of reaction-transport problems has attlxted a great deal of 
current interest Application aleas such as combustion [5], groundwater flow [G], climate 
modeling [7], atmospheric science [8], and chemical oceanography [9] all lely heavily on the 
numaical solution of reaction-transport PDEs 

The modeling of atmospheric chemistry involves an equation with a chemical kinetics 
part and an advective-diflusive part The chemical kinetics pat is 

2 = ;R(u, f) = ;P(n,f) - ii,(U, f)iU - iqu, t)i2, (‘4 
whae U = (111, , NLL)~ represents a vector of chemical concentrations, wit,h iu = iu(f) 
beiug the ronceutlation of the ith chemical species and N being the total numba of species 
involved Equation (2) models the molecular reactions that change chemical species into 
other chemiLa1 species The source tam iR describes the leactious that occur hetwreu 
chemical species This reaction operator is generally nonlinear and couples together the 
leacl ion equations fox all species involved ;P(u, t), ;i(ll, t), and ;L(u,t) are the production 
ancl loss lates Important to note is that the production and loss rata, while functions of U, 
do not depend upon the component its [lo] ( a lea&ion rate drpends upon the concentrations 
of the reactants not the concentrations of the products [ll]) Furthermore, a reaction rate 
at a point does not depend upon the spatial distribution of reactants, i e the conceul~ation 
of reactants at. other spatial point,3 Thus, equation (2) desrlibes a system of Ordznary 
Dzffwenlial Equnlzons (0D.G) 

The advrctive-dXusive part 
ut + au< = Du,,, (3) 

where u z u(z, t), models the t,ranspcut (translational movement, eddies, interlningliug) of 
the species 

When combinrrl, these equations take the general fornl 

af + n V&u) = DO V(iU) + $(u,f), i=l, ,N, (4) 

where II = (, u, , N~6)1 represents a vector of chemical conrentlations, with iu = ;u(z,f) 
being the conceutralion oi the ith chemical species Equation (4) Jexlibes the basic co,,- 
scrvation laws for each species (no atoms are created or dest,royed in this simulation, which 
describes nothing lower than molecular reactions) 

With the rmagence of large-scale parallel plat,forms, full 3-D reactive flow simulat,ions 
have bcguu to appear [IZ] These 3-D simulations can consume cn~~mous amounts of pro- 
crssor time [13], which can sevrrcly limit the lengt,h of the simulaiion that can reasonably 
be carried out Thus, curleut leseach strives to develop increasingly efficieut algorithms for 
numerically solving these reaction-transport PDE systems 

Explicit time-differewing schemes have the advantage that they ale simple to implements 
and ve~v eflicienl on paallel aud vector computers The disadvantage in using explicit 
schemes is the serious coustraint placed upon the size of th& stable timestep int,ervals By 
ronhast,, implicit time-stepping schemes are often uot constrained by numerical stability, 
but require a great deal mole effort to implement An &licit time-stepping s~hcme calls 
fcx the solution of a poteutially uonlinea system ofsimultaneous algebraic equations at each 
timestep This adds a gleat deal of ovahead to the calculation and can offset the gain in 
elficirnrv due to the incleasc in steps& made possible by the lager st,ablc timestep interval 
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The reaction mechanism in the reaction-transport PDE system can lead to the presence 
of widely disparate time scales in the modeling scenario This situation gives rise to the 
phenomenon of stiffness [14], whereby the constraint on the size of explicit stable timestep 
intervals is exacabated by limiting the numerical stepsize to the smallest timescale in the 
simulation In this case, the use of an implicit numerical t,ime-stepping scheme is necessary 
[15] Thus, the considerable computational ovahead brought about by the implicit scheme 
is primarily the result of the raction operatm iR [13] 

This thesis addresses a numaical method fm simulating the atmospheric chemistry de- 
scribed by equation (4) The audience is expected to possess basic knowledge equivalent to a 
bachelor’s degree in computer science Knowledge of some disciplines of science is expected 
of such a person, e g calculus, linea algebra, the essentials of physics and chcmistly, and 
the basic uotions of computer science Some principles of mathematics, physics, chemistry 
and parallel processing, however, occur as fundamental to the understanding of the physi- 
cal prohlcm, matherna~ical model, numerical method, specific algorithm and experimental 
results addressed by this thesis Therefore, crucial ideas with which the reader may not be 
familiar are discussed in the appendices as background material An attempt was made to 
older these s&ions so that any concept which depends upon othas will be preceded by 
those prerequisite concepts However, as this may not always be convenient, smne ideas in 
this text, may depaxl upon material to be defined thacaftrr 

The nol.atiou il will represent a vector (111, ,IL~)~ of spatial point3 u will represent a 
vecto1 (121, , ~71)~ of chemical coucenhations as described previously Variables with hats 
(0, j, ctc ) will usually denote wx,Iols unless indicated t,o the contray The chemical pro- 
duction and loss latrs (iP(u,t), ii(u,f), and iz(u,t)) ale X&I functions unless described 
diffaently ‘The test. ploblcm, which was used to verify the algorithm being investigated, is 
a simple 1-D reaction-transport problem which demonstrates many of the important diffi- 
culties seen in larga systems Unless not,ed ot,herwise, we shall assume that, as in the test 
problem, the spatial disc~etiaation of fi is in one dimension only (longitude, z, in units of 
Ievolution), along the earth’s equator, with 0 rev < ,z i 1 rev, although in general, 6 is 
disc~rGerd iu latitodr, longitude and altitude, as well as time Similaly, we shall assume 
that u = u(+, 1) has only one spatial dimrnsion, when in general, u is a function of latitude, 
longitude and altitude, as well as time Time, 1, will normally be in units of seconds (s) 



2 History of Related Research 
The chemically reactive advection-diffusion equation has its origins in the simple advection- 
diffusion equation 

The pure advection equation takes the form 

ut + at& = 0, O<X<L, o<t, (5) 

while the pue diffusion equation takes the form 

u(z, 0) = sin(7rz/L), (7) 

and an example of Boundary Condilzons (BC) for (6) are 

u(O,t) = u(L,f) = 0 (8) 

Boundary conditions of various types, e g flux, periodic, etc ale also possible Equation 
(8) is termed a Dzrichlet boundary condzlion since the dependent variable u is specifrd ai 
z = 0 and L If the derivative of the dependent variable with respect to the boundary-value 
independent vaiable is specified, we have a Neun~nnn boundary condzlion I3 g [lF] 

Advection and diffusion can be modeled together by combining equations (5) and (6) 
into the advrction-diffusion equation 

tit + Lw, = Du,,, (1W 

which describes the law of conservation of mass as it applies to t,he flow of fluids Equation 
(10) is a continuity equation, i e it states that thr mass rate of flow out 01 a region of space, 
such as a control volume, minus the mass rate of flow into t.hr legion is equal (0 the late at 
which the fluid mass is being evacuated from the region [17] 

A scheme currently unda much research, for solving problems involving diffusion, is the 
P~econditroned The DzJ~emczng n&hod (PTD) Th P nlllltidirnpllsiorlal heat (diflusiou) 
equation takes the form 

au($, t) __ = nv Vu@,f), at (11) 

whae 2 is shorthand for the multidimensional vector ?? = (x1, , I”)~ confined to some 
region Cl ? E Cl CR”, 0 5 t 5 tf. l,,ai < 00 and n > 0 With pleronditiouing, equation (11) 
with IC 

u(?, 0) = f(E) (12) 

and well-posed BCs has been solved on vector and parallel computers, using an explicit 
diffaence method which is efficient and has a larger stability legiml than that of the classical 
explicit Euler schemes The PTD method, used hy Gary Rodrigue and Don Wolitzer, uses 
Faward Euler as predictor, Backwad Euler as corrector and the over-relaxed poiut Jacobi 
method as the iterative method Explicit methods impose severe constraints on the timrstep 
due to stability considerations Implicit methods on the otha hand, do not have such 
constraints but lequile a system of simultaneous algebraic equations to be solved at each 
timestep Fa put! diffusion, this system is linear since there is uo nonlineal reactive term 
Combining the two methods results in a mel.hod which is explicit, has a large stable timestep, 
and since the dominant operation in an explicit, method is the matrix vector multiply, such an 
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operation is highly efficient on a pipeline as well as multiprocessing computer architectures 

W I 
The advection-diffusion equation (10) can be solved with the numerical Finite Difference 

Method Specifically illustrated hele is the Finite Z’inx Cenlral Space mefhod (FTC’S) 
l19, 201 

(13) 

whae 
Cl = D - aAz/2, 
c2 = -20 + (A~)~/ilt, 
c3 = D+aAz/2, (15) 
fi = Af/(Az)’ 

With the over-relaxed Jacobi preconditionel described above, the stability regions of the 
Finite Time Cenlrul Space, Upwind IIigerencirly (UW), and Cm Wendroff (LW) methods 
have been expanded fol the multidimensional diffusion equation (ll), tht! linear adveciiow 
diffusion equation (lo), and the nonlinear Burgers’ equation [21] 

FT(Z, lJW and IN explicit mcihods for solving (16), arc\ given in stencil folm by 

The implicit methods (19) have been preconditioned and over-lelaxed to produce the PTD 
<ompnbat,ions leportrd in [!I] 

PTDs can be applied to advection-diffusion equations which include additional tarns 
making the equation uonlirrear The reaction operator iR in equation (4) is generally no,,- 
lineal and couples together the reaction-transport PDEs fol all species involved Thus, a 
leactive flow simulation leads to a large system of coupled, nonlinear PDEs 

Equation (4) leprescnts a <onselvation law for each chemical species iu, if we assume that 
no molecules are crzated 01 destroyed, then we have equation (3) for each species On the 
other band, if we assume only that no atoms are cleated OI destroyed, hut allow molecules 
to leach, we have equation (4) 

These equations ale often very stiff, placing a severe limitation on the stepsize of an 
rxplicit scheme due to stability, which forces the use of an implicit scheme The problem 
wiih an implicit, scheme, however, is that a nonlinear system must be solved at each step 
Preconditioned time diferrncing has yielded stable, explicit methods fen dealing with these 
othawise unwieldy systems F:quation (4) has heen solved with Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel p,e- 
conditioners applied to the harkward E&l method, and the Jacobi preconditioner applied 
to the trapeaoid rule [22] 



Equation (4) has also been solved with the Newton preconditioner applied to the back- 
ws~d Euler and trapezoid rules [23, lo] A n implicit scheme proposed by Stott and Harwood 
[24] is an Euler backward scheme in which an initial estimate of the solution is used as the 
first approximation in a Newton-Raphson iteration to the fully implicit solution The Euler 
hackward scheme may be written 

The method chosen here to solve for ?/ n+l is to carry out a Newton-Raphson iteration given 
by 

where the superscript m  denotes the item evaluated at the mt,h itelation, I is the identity 
matrix and af^/&j is the Jacobian matrix of drlivatives The initial value for t,he itelation, 
p+‘,‘, is calculated from a linearized approximation to the implicit backward method 

In the initial estimate to $” +I (equation 23) and in each iteration step (equation 22), a 
matrix inversion is avoided by approximating the matrix by its diagonal It is found that 
it is nrcessary to make only a small number of iterations (typically three) to get a v~ly 
close approximation to the IMel haclzward solution The method (22,23) is a fully illlplicii 
scheme The method investigated in this thesis is a pleconditimled scheme not a fully 
implicit scheme 



3 Preconditioned Time Differencing 

Preconditioned tithe diffmacing (PTD) 1s a methodology used to construct explicit time 
stepping schemes with large stable timestep intervals PTD begins with an implicit time 
stepping scheme and applies an iterative solution technique to the resulting simultaneous 
algebraic system Ratha than itelate to convergence, PTD USES a fixed number of iterations 
of the iterative solution technique in a classic Predictor-Conector fashion 

Predictor-Conector schemes can he understood as follows Suppose that we wish to solve 
the standard Initial Value Problem (IVP) hy an implicit Linear Multistep Method (LMM) 
Then at each step we have to solve for p+B the implicit system 

We normally do t,bis by the fixed point itelation 

Y ,“G,o albitraly, s = O,l, 

which will converge to the unique solution of (24) plovirled that 

where L is a Lipschitz constant off with respect 1.0 u For non-st,iff problems, this restriction 
on /1 is not significant, in practice, considerations of acruacy put a much nuxe reshictive 
constraint on h Although (25) will convage tol alhitrary I/+“,~, each iteration calls fol 
one rvaluatiorl uf the function J, and computation can obviously he saved if we ran plovide 
aa good a guess as possible 101 y”+‘,” This is collvenicntly done hy using a sepalate ezpllctt 
mm to provide t,he initial guess g”+k,O We call t,his explicit nlrl hod the prediclur and tile 
implicit method (24) the correclor, the two together complise a Prcdzctor-(:orreclor (PC;, 
pnzr [14] 

If an appropriate initial itelate is used, the inlplicit method’s older of accuacy mill 
he preserved [14] In addition, t,hc result,ing time-differencing s<hcme typically inherits an 
expanded stable time step interval from the parent ilnplicit nlethorl [22] 

For illustration, consider the syst,rm of linear ODES with con&ant coefficients 

(27) 

The implicit Euler method, applied to this ODE system, t,akcs the folm 

and defines a system of simultaneous algrblaic rquat,iuns which mllst be solved fol each 
timrstep Au itaativc method for solving (his linra~ system defines a splitt,ing (I-At/l) = 
M - N Substitute this split,ting into (28) t,o get 

(M - N)P+’ = u”, 

Miin+l = hi,“+’ + ,P 129) 
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Iterating P+’ in (29) produces 

M+ji’“+‘,“+’ = NU”tl,S + c.“, s=o, ,m (30) 

If Al is chosen to be a diagonal matrix, its inverse is easy to compute Multiplying equation 
(30) by M-’ yields 

p+‘>S+l= M-lJJzl”+“s + bf-‘p s = 0, > 7” (31) 

In a PTD method, the number of iterations m  is assumed fixed Thus, in”+’ = Cn+‘,“~ 
Depending upon the choice of preconditioner M, this will often produce an explicit scheme 
For example, using the point-Jacobi pleconditioner (M = diag(I - AtA)) and one itelation 
(m = 1) gives 

$I+1 = J,f-‘j)rpl,” + nf-‘ip 
(3% 

which (given an explicit value for the initial iterate it “+‘I’) defines a truly explicit t ime 
stepping process 

PTD has been applied to linear and nonlinear advection-diffusion problems [18, 211 and 
nonlinear chemical kinetics problems [25, lo] TI le main obstacle in formulating a unified 
algorithm for a full advection-diffusion-Iaction equation is the choice of initial iterate (or 
predicted value) The use of an explicit t ime diflerencing method (i e explicit Euler) was 
vit,al in the advection-diffusion case (see [18, 211) hut was detrimental to stability in the case 
of chemical rexCons, and led to an unstable algorithm (note the “identity predictor” used 
in [lo] 01 the simple extrapolation used in [25]) H ac, we investigate the combination of 
PTD approaches fm bot,h chemistry aud transport The proposal is to ignore the presence of 
chemist,ry during the prrdiction step t,his will provide the necessary accuracy to the spatial 
daivatives while not, int,elfering with the stability of the reaction system This algorithm is 
described in the next section 
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4 The Algorithm 
The algorithm takes on a very clear PC flavor, the explicit Euler method is used in the 
predictor step (ignoring the presence of chemistry) and the Jacobi splitting is applied to tlre 
implicit E&l method for the corrector step An overrelaxation step [18, 211 is pelfolmed 
afta the corrector step 

To illustrate bhe algorithm in general tams, assume that equation (4) has been spatially 
discretized via the Numerical Method Of Lines [16] approach 

, NC 1) = (A)ih + iR(l% ,NCt)> i=l, ,N, (33) 

where A is a CJ x q matrix derived flom tire spatial discretization scheme, iii is the spatial 
distretization of the reaction source term operator, and ii~ = (iul, , CU~)~ is the (spatially) 
disrretized approximation to au(z,t) Tht! notation iu; will he used to denote the discrete 
numerical approximation to iu(zj, t,%), i e , the concentration of chemical species i at spatial 
point j and time point n In other welds, equation (33) 1s shorthand fol the spatially 
discretized system of PDEs 

The uplicit Euler prediction step (ignoring the p~esrnce of chemistry) is given by 

so t~hat 
will be the predicted value 

TIE preconditioned implicit step is daived from the implicit Euler method Begin by 
apIalying Hncfiwani Euler (BE) to equation (33) 

;p+’ = ii? + Af i.f(lil, ,NCC 
= <CL” + At[(A);ti”+’ +&tin+‘, ,~U”+‘,f,+l)] 

= <ii” + At(A),F+’ + At[;&tYa+‘, , NZl “+‘>Gl+dl, 
itint’ - Al(A)il = $” + At[iR(lil”+‘, ,~W’,t~+l)], 

(I - AtA)i?+’ = ;?l” + At[&cn+‘, , ,v?i”+‘, tn+l)] (37) 

The Jacobi splittings (lineal [Zl] and nonlinear [lo]) can he applied to this equation to 
obt,ain 

(Af);ii n+l,’ z (N)iil”+‘,’ + ;U” + At[&V+‘~“, ,;il”+‘~‘, ,NC~“‘“,~,+~)], (38) 

whe~r (I - AtA) c M - N, M = diag(l - AtA), ifi “t’8 denotes the predicted value of 
iii”+‘, and ;t~“+~,’ denotes the corrected value of iii”+’ 

Chemical kinetic ODES ale used as the source terms in conservation equations and 
commonly take the fmm [26, 221 ( sea al equation shown for simplicity) 1 

whrle ;P, ii, iL ale nonnegative quantities leplesenting chemical production and loss rates 
Important to note is that the production and loss lates, while functions of u, do not depend 
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on the component 5.u This allows iu n+‘,’ to be computed as the solution to a quadratic 
equation, which is essentially an explicit process [lo] 

In genera!, the ith component equation in the PDE system will involve a nonzao term 
of the folm iL(tl, t)iu2 and will therefore be nonlineal in iu, so that (in the case of equation 
38) 

(M)ifi"+"' = (N)iZ1ll+l'~ +iti” + Af[($‘) - (ii”)(iun+‘g’) - (iL”)(iu”+‘,1)2], (40) 

whwe ik(u,f), i~(u,t),~(ii”)(i~n+‘.‘), and (iE”)(i~“f’.‘)~ are vectms of length 4, the 
cumbersome notation (iL”)(;u”+‘~‘) denotes 

(41) 

r 
I 

(42) 

Equation (40) is a set of independent qnadrdzc equations, each of which can he solved 
for .LL~‘~,~ in tams of iu;“” 1 1 and known quantities, leading to an explicit calculation 

If the PDE is linear in iu, as au test problem will be, then 

;R(u,t) = ,P(u,t)-ii(u,t)io (43) 
(Af)<iP+lal = (N)~fi”+““+~u” + At[($“) - (:i.“)(iu”+‘,‘)] (44) 

Since M is a diagonal matrix, its inverse is easily conlputable and we get a set nf independent 
hear equations 

The last step is io pafo~m an ovalelaxa~ion, which is given by 

;I?“+’ = (3/8)(iU”) + (5/8)(;il”+‘,‘) (45) 

‘The palticulal choice of ovellelaxation constants comes front [18, 211 and was necessay for 
accuracy and sbability as applied to advection~diffusion p~ohlems 

Thus, the p~opowl algorithm takes the form 

1 Set iP+ls” = (I + AtA)$ 

2 Solve Miti”+l,’ = NiiP+‘,o+iP +At[,R(lti”+‘,“, -nil,1 ,iu 1 ) Nii”f’J, tn+l)] for 
;p+‘,’ 

3 set it?“+’ = (3/8)(#) + (5/8)(iil”+‘~‘) 

Note that if we eliminate the reactive t,erms, iP” and {I,“, and the chemical ve~tmization 
in equation (44), we recover the linear Jacobi spliiting (32) for equation (27) 
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5 The Test Problem 
In this section, a simple reaction-transport problem is developed to study the computational 
pelfolmance of the algorithm from the previous section Let 1~ = lu(x,t) denote the 
chemical concentration of atomic oxygen (0) and let 2~ = 2u(x,f) denote the concentration 
of molecular ozonr (OS), where z is in units of revolution (rev) and 1 is in units of day (d) 
unless indicated othawise The concentration of molecular oxygen (02, denoted by 3~ = 
con&ant) is significantly larger in the earth’s atmosphere than atomic oxygen or ozone and is 
therefore assumed to he constant in this simple numerical simulation The Chapman model 
fm oxygen-containing chemistry has been described elsewhere [15, 22, 23, lo] Chapman 
chemistry can be modeled hy a coupled system of ODES which can, in turn, be added as a 
somce tam to a simple advrctive-diffusive PDE system to produce 

r 

a22u g!+ag=D- &2 + LP - (J)b) (47) 

where z E (0, 1) and I E (0, OCI) Periodic boundary conditions will be used (i e iu(O,l) = 
;u(l, t)) t,o mimic the atmosphere The advection and diffusion parameters (a and D) are 
asstnned ronstant, ‘the clwmical production and loss rates are given by 

with initial con<litionh 121 = IO6 mol and zu = 10” mol, and with constant values su = 
3 7 x 1lY6 mol, kzl = 1 63 x 1OF’6 rn01-~ 5~’ and kz = 4 6F x 1OF’6 mol-’ s-l The time 
valying late coefficient functions (which model chemical reactions driven by the abscaption 
of sunlight) a~ given by 

kj(z,t) = j = 3, 4 (49) 

with a3 = 22 G2, ai = 7 601, w = 27r/(M,400 s), k = 2 T / rev, and the Aj are in units of 
mole’ SK’ Note that the consknt 8G, 400 s is one day, so that the time varying reaction 
late coefficient functions (kg and k4) have 24 h period T These functions are also periodic 
in t (i e one and only one point in the intaval experiences a sunrise/sunset at any given 
moment) Nolr also that the wnz~elenglh X of these functions is one revolution, i e one 
complete &wit along the earth’s equator 

This test problem, although tractable in size, carries with it many of the important diffi- 
culties seen in largel syslems it is nonlinear, it has a noxonstant Jacobian, it is sufficiently 
stiff, due to the chemistry It therefore provides a leasonable initial test for any numerical 
technique aimed at leactive flow simulation 
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6 Investigation of the Method 

6.1 Introduction 

This research consisted of testing the PTD method ( in a C program called reac c) by com- 
paring its pelfounance against that of the l+muard Euler (FE) method (e&l c) and the 
Liuermore s0her f0r OrdiiLarg Di&enlial Equations (Ls00~) (~hap17~1 f) on the sanle 
problem FE was used because it is a typical explicit algorithm, against which to compare 
our explicit algorithm Also, since our PTD is derived from BE, the PTD is fhst-order, 
as is FE LSODE was used because it is a well&tested, accurate, adaptive-steps& family 
of methods Parameters used in each of the thme methods wae identical, except wlrelc 
diffaent values wae necessary, e g stepsize 

6.2 Stability 

Two stability tests of PTD and FE were performed on a Digital Equipmenl Corporntion 
(DEC’) nedllced 1~~~lsl~~~ti0~~ set col~lp~ler (RIXT alchitectule, running the IJL’I’RIX 4 3 
Operaling Sysleul (OS) Data collected for PTD during these runs is presented in table (1) 
Datacollected for FE during these luns is presented in table (2) Output values are tahulat,cd 
for the spatial and temporal point whert! the percent alor is the largest for nonzeko values 
of lu(z,t), i e at, the tabulated value of z, and t = t,inal 

Test 1 used values of the advection and diffusion parameters which xc leasonable fox an 
atmospheric simulation Parameters used were 

a = 10-4, 
D = lo-‘, 

q = 100, 
At = 0 300 s FE, 
At = 5 034 s PTD, 
to = 000 s, 

ttinot = 100 d 

(50) 

10, tfinal and Al xc simulation time, as opposed to real time aml wall clock time The 
stability of PTD evida~tly falls apart between At = 5 034 s and At = 5 035 s FE exhibits 
its instability betweal At = 0 30 s and At = 0 35 s This is an espai~aaental result not 
an analytical result, Note t,hst accuracy obviously deteriorates at a. much smaller At t,han 
stability does A test run fox At = 5 s is shown for comparison 

Test 2 used values of the advection and diffusion palametels which axe much laga, to 

u 
10- 

:; 

10-4 
10-1 
1 
1 

D 
lo- 

I- 10-S 
10-S 
1 
I 

lu(?t) 
AtfS tfi”al (from PTD) 

( 5 000000 ( 10 d ( ; 7 1 7 02 x lo7 
5 034000 1Od 07 
5 035000 

I 
10d 

I 
07 

0 000050 100 s 0 3 

7 27 x 10” 
unstable 
I 01 x 10’ 

0 000051 100 s 0 3 unstable 

Table 1 Stability tests of PTD 
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l”(“>f) PWX7ll 
(I D At/s ffira”l (from FE) error 
10-4 10-5 0 300000 10 d 9 9G x 10’ -5 8 x IO-” 
10-4 10-S 0 350000 10d 07 unstable unstable 
1 1 0 000049 100 s 0 3 8 99 x 106 12 x 10-Z 
1 1 0 oouo5o 100 s 0 3 unstable unstable 

Table 2 Stability tests of FE 

n = 1 
D = 1, 
9 = 100, 

At = 0 000049 s FE, (51) 
At = 0 000050 s PTD, 
t” = 000 s, 

f/i”“1 = 100 s 

The stahility of PTD evidently disappears between Al = 0 000050 s and At = 0 000051 s 
Tbc stability of FE clrgenaates between At = 0 000049 s and At = 0 000050 s In funning 
this test, with a vcly small f,inn,, both algorithms initially appealed to he stable up lo 
a certain size Af, hut fol lager f fin01 and t,be same At, they eventually exhibited their 
instability Actllally, thq were unstable for the smallr~ tfinor, the iust,ahility simply was 
not apparent, The modelate run of t,inar = 100 s was chosen hecause it is large enough to 
allow any significant instability to surface, yet small enough to allow the tests to com~~lete 
wit,hin a ~easonahle amount of wall clock tillre With (1 = D = 1, we need a vay small 
At, which results in very many steps, which Co1 Iage Ifi,“, implies a very long run tilne 
It is vay interrst,ing to noie that at tf;,a, = 100 s, FE ant1 PTD were hoth stable up to 
At % 0 00005, in agreement wit,b the classical lrsult fol the FzGfe Dzffere~zcc Mel/rod (FDM) 
1201 

exrlcise the sensitiviby of the algorithms’ stahilit,y to step&e Parameters used were 

At < g = "/L";)' = 0 00005 s 

6.3 Accuracy 
The accuracy test of PTD was paformed on the DEC RISC maclrine with the same OS 
The stepsize was successively halved, from At = 5 000000 s, down to At = 0 156250 s, and 
the output values WP~P compared against, those of LSODE solving the same problem with 
t,he Paine paramrtas The other parametels used wele 

0 = 10-4, 
D = lo-‘, 
‘1 = 100, 

f” = 0 00 s, 
t,i,io, = 5 00 d 

(53) 

With At = 5 000000 s, the ouiput values fol PTD wcle wit,hin 19% of those fm LSODE 
As the stepsize decreased to At = 0 156250 s, the percent alor decreased helow 11% of 
those for LSODE It is somewhat, dkowaging that the accuacy is not a little hettel, hut 
the diftaencr is plobahlg due to the PTD method not adaptively controlling its stepsize 
The accuracy clealy imploves slightly with decreasing stepsize (since the PTD method is 
iilst,kxdel accurate) Data collr~icd during ihese runs is plrsrntcd in table (3) Output 
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14z,t) Absolufe Pe7Wlt 
At/s tf,inol (from PTD) efr~l error 
5 000000 6d 6 34 x lo7 -151 x 10’ -19 2 
2 500000 5d 6 57 x lo7 -127 x 10’ -16 2 
1 250000 5d 676x IO7 -109 x 107 -13 8 
0 625000 5d 6 88 x IO7 -9 61 x lo6 -12 3 
0 312500 5d 6 95 x lo7 -8 88 x 106 -113 
0 156250 5d 6 99 x lo7 -8 49 x lo6 -10 8 

Tahle 3 Comparison of PTD against LSODE for accuracy 

.xlues are tabulated fol the point where the percent a-101 is the largest for nonzero values 
gf 1t‘(z,t), i e at z = 0 80 rev, and t = I,;,,ar Tbr LSODE value of ~zl(s,t) at the same 
point is 7 84 x 10’ 

6.4 Parallel Performance 
The platfcnm used fox the parallel study was the Meiko CS-2 hfalli-lnslrwlzoa ~Velli-II&a 
(MIMD) arrlritecture The CS-2 used here is a 40.Node patition, with one 90 MHz Spalc 
chip (capable of 180 Mrgaflop performance) and a local cache merno~y on each node (:onr- 
ruunicabion is accomplished via message-passing using a multistage switching network cow 
stlucted from 8 hy 8 cxosspoint switches The network is coufigmed so that l.he handwidth 
!dween stages remains constant 

Fool the runs presented brre, the parameters wcle 

n = 10-4, 
D = lo-“, 

q = 1000, 
At = 5 00 s, 
to = 0 00 s, 

tfimr = 100 d 

(54) 

Although these values may seem small, the scale of the spatial domain (z E (0, 1)) dictat,rs 
small transport, constants in order to model an “atmosphere ” This type of integration would 
he plohihil,ivr with a typical explicit method, since the chemistry would norrxdlv limit the 
maximumstepsize to only a few seconds Au application of FE to the chemical ODES alone 
yields a maximum stahle timestep of 0 23 s This would requile more than 21 times as 
many steps to leach tji,,,r = 100 d as PTD and a wall clock time of over 2 h using the 
entire 40 Central Processing Unit (CPU) partition 

The spatial domaiu is dixretized (using centaed differences) into 1000 gridpoint,s which 
ale divided evenly among the nodes After each timestep, the CPUs must exchange the 
solution values from the boundary of tlreir local domain hefole the next, timestep can begin 
Thus, as pslallelism increases, communication overhead will increase as well Initially, 1u = 
10’ mol and 2~ = lOI mol uniformly over the entire space domain 

Figure (I) shows the wall clock time vs the number of nodes for this problem An 
inlrlesting pbenom~non is that performance does not scale well until 12-13 CPUs ale used 
in the fun At this point, the speedup hecomes superlineal, probably due lo lelativcly 
low communication overbead coupled with good cache performance This h&via cau be 
ohscrved furtbel in figure (2), which depicts the relative perfolmancc vs the number of 
nodes The initial drop in this curve is due bo increased message passing causing mole 
ovethrad The subsequent lise in the cmve results from each node having less mesh poinls, 
each node’s polt,iou of the problem begins to fit into the node’s cache Tte second dlop 
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Figme 1 Wall clock time YS numhel of processing nodes for sample prohlcm 

begins when the ent,ire problem fit,s into cache, any futhu division of t,he plohlem simply 
results in more overhead Data collected dwing these funs is presented in table (4) 

Finally, the parallel perfamance for an incxsasing problem six with a constant numt,eI 
of spatial glidpoints per node is depicted Figure (3) shows the wall clock time YS the 
numbly of nodes fol funs using 250 spatial @idpoints pel uode There is a slight increase in 
wall clock time with plohlem size, but this effect is not vrly p~onoonced These results are 
quite typical for any explicit t ime stepping method used to nunlerically sol>c a PDE system 
W I 

6.5 Speed 
A timing comparison of PTD and FE was paformrd ou a Gay C90 Palarnetels used welt 

a = 10-4, 
II = 10-5, 

= 100 
A: = 0 2; s FE (55) 
At = 5 00 s PTb, 
lo = 0 00 s, 

t,iiLa, = 5 00 d 

The goal here was to demonstrate that the stability advantage of PTD over FE translates 
int,o faster computation The total fun time fol FE was 25 min, 22 s The total run time 
for PTD was 01 min, 07 s about l/25 of that fol FE 

LSODE was not ruxl on the Clay, as LSODE was the slowest of Ihe three methods 
Photodissociation reactions occu in the presrnce of sunlight and their late of reactiou 
change ahluptly at sunset and even nuxe abruptly at sunrise At any given time, thae is 
a sumise and a sunset somewhere in the simulation The small stEpsizes taken by LSODE 
as a result of t,he sharp edges at smnises and suns& ale a product of the dynamic ~IIOI 
control used Ly MODE not of stiffness 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 3.5 40 
Nndm of Processo,s 

2 
4 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
24 
32 
40 

r 

Ll’d1 Chck Time / P 
147E 
1141 

891 
541 
462 
387 
312 
141 

59 
56 
54 
52 
42 
40 
38 i 

Table 4 Wall clock t,imrs fol sample problem runs on the M  
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Figure 3 Wall clock time YS placessing nodes fol 250 spatial gridpoints ~PI processor 

6.6 output 

The output of the algorithm is the concentrations of the constituent molecular species In 
our test ploblem, the outputs are atomic oxygen and molerular ozone Molecular oxygen is 
neatly <on&ant throughout ‘the simulation Figure (4) shows the change in concentration of 
n~ulec~lnr ozone at a single point, in one day Figure (5) shows the change in conrentrat,ion 
of nlomrc ozyge,~ at a single point, in one day Figure (6) shows the concenllatiou of abomic 
oxygen at differen poznl~, after half a day has elapsed This wave of atomic oxygen remains 
pointed loward the sun as the eath turns beneath it Figure (7) shows the <auralration 
of atomic oxygen at diflaent points, after lhree quarters of a day have elapsed Notice that 
the waw is now at a differeui place ou the equator The simxoidal in the denominator of 
rqua~ion (49) was chosen so that the distance along the equator is numbered from 0 00 rev to 
1 00 z-e”, beginning at (:leenwich, England, increasing to the west, and time is numbered 
from 0 00 d to 1 00 d, beginning at midnight On these scales, Mrmphis, Tennessee is 
approximately at 0 25 rev, Midway Islands, Hawaii at 0 50 rev, and Gynngze, China at 
0 75 rev Also note that 0 25 d collesponds to 6 am, 0 50 d to noon, and 0 75 d to 6 pm 
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Figwe 4 Molecular ozone at a single glidpoint, 0 00 levolubion (corresponding to C.Greelrwicll 
England), ohm a paiod of one day 

Atomic 5p + 07 
Oxygen 
O/m01 4e + 07 

r 

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 
Time/d 

Figue 5 Atomic oxygen at a single glirlpoint, 0 00 lrvollltion (collesponding to Greenwich, 
England), 0x1 a period of one day Note that at noon in Greenwich, England, the wave of 
atnmic oxygen is dilect,ly overhead 
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Figure 6 Atomic oxygen along the equator at 0 50 day (noou) Note that at noon in 
Greenwich, England, t.hr wave of atomic oxygen is directly overhead 
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Figure 7 Atomic oxygen along the equator at 0 75 day (6 pm) Note that at 6 pm in 
Greenwich, England, the wave of atomic oxygen has moved to Wanphis, Tennessee 



7 Conclusion 
In this investigation we have seen that the stability of the Preconditioned Time Diffcrencing 
method with parameter values appropriate for practical at,mospheric simulations is suprlior 
to that of the explicit method, Forward Euler In this case the timest,ep allowed by stability 
fol the PTD method is about 17 times that of Forward Euler Stability of h&h m&hods 
is nearly equal fol large values of the advection and diffusion parameters The accuracy of 
the PTD method is within 10% of lhe accuracy of the frequently accepted LSODE, using 
adaptive stepsize On a parallel architecture, the test problem scales well fol about 13-39 
nodes With a constant number of spatial gridpoints per node, the increase in wall clock 
time with increasing problem size is smajl Moreova, the PTD method ~uus well on a 
parallel machine Even in a non-parallel context, while lunniug at, nearly theil maximum 
stepsize for stability, PTD requiles only ahout l/25 the luntime lequirrd fox FE Hence we 
have demonstrated stability, accuracy and speed for the PTD method in a reasonable way 



8 Appendices 
Several adjunct sections are supplied here to explain prerequisite material with which the 
reader may not aheady be familiar To see the effect of the periodic motion of the ealth upon 
photodissociation, the relrvance of heat to advection-diffusion equations, 01 the significance 
of stiff springs in differential equations, it is necessary for the uon-physicist reader to have 
some elementary notions of t,raveling waves, harmonic motion, thermodynamics, and light 
Before attempting to comprehend the Chapman chemical mechanism for the distribution 
of various oxygen species in the atmosphere, it may be prudent fol the non-chemist leada 
to examine some simple principles of rates of reactions and photodissociation, and to be 
exposed to some essentials of almosphetic chemistry As the mrthod being discussed and 
investigated is very mathematical, foundations from sweral aeas of mathematics must he 
thoroughly grasped before trying to follow the derivation of the method These areas are 
not extremely advanced hut are not frequently used by computer scientists of all disciplines 
Familiarity with these fundamentals will promote the undc&anding of the core of this thesis 
Hence these concepts ale reviewed I~PSC Appendices are also included which COW the ha& 
of numerical methods and palallel processing 
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A Physics Background 

A.1 Traveling Waves 
Wave motion appears in almost every branch of physics We are all familiar with water waves 
Thele are also sound waves, as well as light waves, radio waves, and othel electromagnetic 
waves One formulation of the mechanics of atoms and subatomic particles is called wave 
mechanics Clearly the plop&es and behavior of waves are vely important in physics For 
au1 puposes we shall need an understanding of the wave properties of light and the periodic 
variation of the reaction rates of atmospheric gases due to solar radiation In either case 
our wave is a periodic vaiation of some physical quantity with respect to time or a spatial 
dimension or both In this subsection we confine au attention to waves in deformable elastic 
media These waves, among which ordinary sound waves in ail are one example, might he 
called mechanrcnl wzues The mathematical properties of this specific type of waves applies 
to waves of all kinds 

Mechanical waves originate in the displacement of some patio” of an elastic medium 
from its normal position, causing it to oscillate ahout an equilibGum posiCon Because 
of the elastic propelties of the medium, the disturbance is t,ransmitted from one point to 
the next This disturbance, 01 wave, consequently progresses through the medium It is 
necessary to have a material medium to transmit mechanical waws We do not need such 
a medium, however, to transmit electromagnetic waves, light passing freely, fol example, 
tluough ihe near vacuum of space from the stals 

We can dist,inguish diffaent kinds of mechanical waves hy cousideting how the motions of 
the part,icles at mattpl are related to the direction of propagation of the waves themselves If 
the motions of the matter particles conveying the wave ale perpendicular to the dilrction of 
propagation of the wave itself, we then have a fransversewave For example, when a vertical 
stling under tension is set oscillatiug hack and forth at one end, a tlansversr wave tlavels 
down the stying, the disturbance moves along the stling but the string paticlrs vihlate at 
light anglrs t,o the direction of propagation of the disturbance 

Let us consider a long string stretched iu the a-dire.cCon along which a transverse wave 
is traveling At some instant of time, say 1 = 0, the shape of the st,Gng car, he represented 
by 

Y = f(z), t = 0, (56) 
where z/is the transverse displacement of the slling at the position 2 Expaiment shows that 
as time goes on, such a wave travels along the string without chauging its foam, plovided 
inter& frictional losses are small enough At, some time 1 later the wave has haveled a 
<listance vt to the light, whae u is the magnitude of the wave velocity, assumed constant 
The equation of the curve (i e shape of the string) at, the time t is therefore 

y = f(s - IIt), t=t (57) 

This gives us the same wavefmm about the point z = ut at time t as we had ahout, z = 0 
at the time t = 0 Equation (57) is tl le enaal equation representing a wave of any shape g 
irave(rng to the rig111 To describe a particula shape we must specify exactly what the 
function f is 

I,et us look mme carefully at this equation If we wish to follow a paticula pat (01 
phase) of the wave as time goes on, then in the equation we look at a particular value of 
y (say, the top of the pulse just described) Mat1 xematically this meaus we look at how 
J: changes with 1 whtx (2 - ut) has some pa&&x fixed value We see at once that as 
t increases t must, increase in older to keep (x - vt) fixed Hence, equation (57) does in 
fact. Icplesent a wave trawling t,o the right (increasing I as timr goes on) If we wished to 
represent a wave traveling tu the left, we could wite 
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for here the position 2 of some fixed phase (CC + ut) of the wave decreases as time koeoes on 
The velocity of a partirula~ phase of the wave is easily ohtained I?m a particula phase of 
a wave traveling to the light we require that 

2 - vt = constant (59) 

Then differentiaCon with respect t,o time gives 

dr dz -- 
dt 

21 = 0 or 
27 = I’, (60) 

so that zi is really the phase ueloczty of t,he waw For a wave traveling to the left we obtain 
--li, in t,he same way, as its phase velocity 

The geuplal equation of a wave cau he interpreted further Note that fol any fixed value 
of the time t the equation gives y as a function of z This defines a curve, and this cuw 
replesents the actual shape of the shing at this chosen tinle It gives us a snapshot of thr 
wave at this time Suppose, on the other hand, we wish to focus OUT attention on one point 
of the string, t,hat is, a fixed value of z Then the equation gives us y as a function of the 
time t This describes how the transverse position of this point ou the stling changes with 
time 

Let us now consida a part,icular wavefaIn, whose importance will soon become clear 
Suppose that at the time t = 0 WR have a wavctrain along thr stling given by 

2rr 
y=ymsiuXz (61) 

The wave shape is a sine CUYP The maximum displacement y,, is the umplit& of thr siue 
cuw The value df the transvase displacement y is the ~amc at z as it is at I + A, z + 2X, 
etc The symbol X is called the waueleayth of the wavetrain and repxesent,s the distance 
hciween twu consecuiive points in Hhe wave having the same phase As time goes on let t,he 
waxe t,raxel to the light with a phase velocity G  Heure, ihe equation of the W~YC at the 
time t is 

(6‘4 

Not& that this has the tolm lequiled for a tlavrling wave (equation 57) 
The pertod T is the time LequiLrd for t,he wave to travel a distance of one wavelength A, 

so that 
x = UT (63) 

Putting this relation into the equation of the wave, we obtain 

From this form it is rlcal thai y, at any given tilnc, has the same value at z + A, z + 2X, 
etc , as it does at z, aud that y, at any given position, h,zs the same value at the time t +T, 
t + 2T, etc , as it does at the time 1 

and 
2x 

w = 7 (65) 

In terms of these quantities, the equation of a six wave tlaveliug to the right (positive 
2.direction) is 

y = y,, sin( k;c - wi) (W 



For a sine wave traveling to the left (negative z-direction), we have 

y = urn sin(kz + wt) (67) 

We will sometimes have nerd of an invelted sine wave traveling to the light, in which case 
we have 

Comparing equations (63) and (65), we see that the phase velocity v of the wave is given by 

x w 
“=T=z (69) 

If we fix ow attention on a given point of the string, say s = r/k, the displacement y in 
equation (68) at t,hat point can be witten as 

y = yna sin(d + +), (70) 

where ++ is called the phase constant, phuse s/u/r, a phase angle, and 4 = -r in this case 
Hence, any particular element of the stling undrlgoes what is called simple hnrnwnic malion 
(SUM) about its equilibrium position as this wavetlain travels along the stling [28] 

A.2 Simple Harmonic Motion 
Cousida a spring at,lached lo a wall Let t,he (horizontal) axis of the spring be chosen 
as an z-axis, and let the origin, z = 0, coincide with the endpoint of thr spring in its 
normal, unst~ctcbed state We aswme that the positive zudilection points away frolu the 
wall In what follows we imagine that, WP stlet,ch the spring so slowly that il is essnltially 
in equilihliurn at all tilncs (aueleM,ion u = 0) 

If we stretch the spling so that its endpoint III~YES to a position z, the spring will exult 
a force on the agenl, doing the stretching givrn to a good approximation by 

F = -kz, (71) 

where k is a constant called the jurce conslaT& or spring modulus, or stzj7nes.s conslunl of 
ihe spling Equation (71) is the force laui fol splings The dilcction of the force is always 
opposite to the displacenrsnt of the endpoint from the origin When the spliug is stretched, 
;I‘ > 0 and F is negative, whrn the spring is compressed, z < 0 and E’ is positive The force 
exerted hy the spring is a reslorrrlg form in that, it always points toward the origin Real 
springs will obey equation (71), k now, as Hooke’s Inw, if we do not stret,ch them beyond a 
limited lange WC can think of k as the magnitude of the force per unit elongation Thus 
very sliff splings have large values of k 

A body of mass m attached to an ideal spring of force constant k and iiee to move over a 
flictionless horizontal sulfate is an example of a simple hn~moaic oscillntor Note that there 
is a position (the equilitnium position) in which the spring exet(s no force on the body If 
the body is displaced to the light, the force exerted hy the spring on the hody points to the 
left and is given by F = -kx If the body is displaced to the left, the force points to the 
light, and is also given by F = -kz In each case the face is a restoring force The Inotion 
of the oscillating mass is ~inlple fxzrn~onic molion (SHnf) 

Let us apply Newton’s second law, 

F = ma, (72) 

t,o the motion For the fulcr I;’ we substitute -kz and for the accelclation u we subsMute 
d2z/rlfZ This gives us 

- kz = ,,g, (73) 
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(74) 

Equation (74) is called the epualzon of nwfion of a simple harmonic oscillator [28] Equation 
(74) can also be written 

1122 + ks = 0 (75) 

A.3 Damped Harmonic Motion 

In the previous section we assumed that no frictional forces act on the oscillator If this 
assumption held strictly, a mass on a spring would oscillate indefinitely Actually, the 
amplit,udc of the oscillation gradually decreases to aao as a result of friction The motion 
is said to be damped by friction and is called dnnxped hnrmonic matron (DHM) Often thr 
friction alisrs from ail resistance or internal forces The magnitude of the frictional force 
usually dcpeuds on the speed In most cakes of in&lest the frictional force is proportional 
to the velocity a: of t,he body hut, directed opposite to it 

The equation of motion of the damped simple harmonic oscillator is given by Newton’s 
second law of motiorl, F = ma, in which F is the sum of the restoring force -,kx and the 
danrping force --c dzjdt [L8] II erc c is a posibiw constant, called the damping constnnt 
[29] We obtain [%I 

F = YKI, (76) 

A.4 Thermodynamics 
Rx prowesses iu wbicb heat is involved the laws letating the appropriate macroscopic quan- 
lities (which include pressure, volume, temperature, internal energy, entropy, et al ) form 
the hasis fol the science of thermodynamics 

The sense of touch is the simplest way to distinguish hot bodies from cold hodies By 
touch we can atmnge bodies in the otdrl of theil hotness, deciding that A is hotter than B, H 
than C, et< We speak of this as our temperature (T) sense [28] Mole precisely, temperature 
is a measuc of the average intemal molecular kinetic energy of an object [30] The J~elvin 
(K), unit of thermodynamic temperatue, is the fraction I/273 16 of the thermodynamic 
temperature of the triple point of water [28] Ifent (Q) is th e ermgy that is tlausferal from 
one object t,o another because of a diffeleuce in temperature [30] 

Substances differ from one another in the quantity of heat needed to produce a given rise 
of tempelatnre in a given mas The mtio of the amount of heat, energy AQ supplied to a 
body to its corresponding tcmpe:lature rise AT is called the heal capaczty (C:, of the body, 
ie 

The heal capacity per unit mass of a body, called specific heat (u), is chalact,eristic of 
the material of which the body is composed 
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We properly speak, on the one hand, of the heat capacity of a penny but, on the other, of 
the specific heat of copper 

The transfer of energy arising from the temperature diffaence between adjacent pats of 
a body is called heal cosductio~l Consider a slab of material of aoss-sectional aea A and 
thickness Ax, whose faces ale kept at different temperatures We measure the heat, AQ that 
flows perpendicular to the faces in a time At Experiment shows that AQ is proportional to 
At and to t,he cross-sectional aea A fol a given temperature difference AT, and that AQ 
is proportional to AT/Ax Eel a given At and A, providing hoth AT and A,: ale small I P , 

AQ AT 
at=xiY (82) 

approximately In t,he limit of a slab of infinitesimal thickness dz, across which there is a 
temperature difference (IT, we obtain the fundamental law of heat conduction, in which t,he 
heal how (H) is given hy 

H zz _,A~ (83) 

Here H is t,he time late of heat transfer across the area A, dTf 1 c z is called the ~cmperniure 
gradient, and Ii is a constant nf proportionality called the lhermnl co~~ducliuzty 

We shall also need the concept of the densily (p) o a substance, which is its mass divided f 
bg its volume [28] 

,,I 
/J=7 (84) 

A.5 The Navier-Stokes Equations 
A set of diffeerrntial equations fol the motion of a fluid can he obtained by consideliug 
the plessuc, gravitational, aud viscous forces acting on a fluid element These equations 
are called the Navier-Stokes e9uaiioru after L Iv1 Navier (1785-1836) and G C: Stokes 
(1X19-1903), who are credited with their development These cquatious for flow of an 
incompressible fluid in a caltcsiau coordinate system are 

(85) 

whelp CJ is gravitational acceleration, p is the rnns~ densify, p the Ire~wre, v the kzxelic 
viscoszly, and c’ = ui + “3 + ua& the ueloczly of the fluid It is assumed that the coordinate 
system is arbitrarily defined Therefore, in the above equations py,, py,, and ps2 are the 
gravitational forces per unii of volume in the 2, ?I, and z direction, lespertively [l?] For a 
rigorous daivation of equat,ions (85), see [31] 

A.6 The Advection-Diffusion Equation 

Adueclzon is defined as the horzzontal mozwnent of a mars of ail ~~o~~uecfio~~ is defined 
as the uerlzcnl mouemen ok a mass of air In a 3-D system, a fluid typically moves hotb 
horizontally and vcltically, to a certain ext,ent Advection and convection ale often used 
intelchangeably to lefer to movement of ai1 in any direction Thus, t,he advect,ion-rliffusion 
equation is oft,rn leferled t,o as the convection-diffusion equation in some circles 

Dzfu~ios is defined as the intelmingling of molecules or other paltirles as a result of 
their lanrlom thermal motion Conduction is defined as the l~ansmission of energy by a 
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medium which does not involve movement of the medium itself The pure diffusion equation 
is identical, except fol dimensions, to the heat conduction equation 

The processes of mass transfer in fluids are modeled hy partial differential equations (in 
particular, the Navia-Stokes equations) Many of ow day-to-day experiences involve the 
process of mass tlansfel by convection and diffusion As smoke pours from a tall chimney, 
the moving ai1 currents convect 01 transport the smoke away at the speed of the wind, while 
at. the same time the smoke mixes with or diffuses bhrough the air, carrying it until the 
smoke concentration is so low that we h&eve the smoke is no longer there, since we cannot 
see it Pollution disharged to stmams and rivers is also txanspmled and mixed in much the 
same way 

In the simplest, 1-D motion (x-direction only), the fluxes fc due to convection and f. 

due to &flu&n ot a quantity being trusported aaoss a given section 3: at time t are 

fc = au, fD = -Duz, (86) 

whae n is the speed of the main fluid (centimetas pa second), u is the concentration of 
the Lranspoltcd quantity, say smoke 01 dye or bacteria, per unit volume (grams pel cubic 
centimeter), awl D is the diffusion coeficient (rentimetrls squared pa second) IIae f~ is 
given by the Fick’s rnle equnlion that relates the diffusive flux to the negative gradient of 
<oncentlation When the diffusiou results from the landam vibration of molecules in a gas 
cn liquid, Pick’s law is valid and D is oft,en essentially a constant that can be determiued 
experimentally In the wind above the chimney, the diffusion is likely to Icsult from the 
motion of the turbulent eddies in the wind, Fick’s law and constant D are theu simplifying 
assumptions used to gain simple, but approximate, lcsults 

An analysis of a slice AZ thick through a 1-D stream Icxls t,o a conservation equation 
fm the transported mass The resulting partial differential equation is 

$+a Vu=DV Vu 63) 

Fol a ligorous derivation of (88), see [32] 

A 6.1 Pure Convection 

Suppose that the transpoltrd quantity is a led dye of strength u that diffuses slowly in water 
so that the dye cloud has a motion gowaned essentially by convection when a is fairly large 
A somce of dye of concentration ug is available at a point in a 1-D stream of constant speed 
(L Putting the coordinate origin at the sowce and turning thr source on to full strength at 
time zero lead to a model for u(x, t) 

llf + aI& = 0, 0 <z, o<t (89) 
u(O,f) = 1(0, o<t (90) 
u(2,O) = 0, 0 5 % (91) 

We a~sun,e that II and us approach zero as z + 00 for all t Note that, we have a model with 
a first-older partial differential equation Equation (89) is the 1-D pure conwrtion eyuntion 
(a k a advection equation) [19] 



A 6.2 Pure Diffusion 

Suppose, in the previous example, that the velocity of the fluid a is very slow so that diffusion 
dominates the convection The model would then be modified to he, fol U  > 0, 

ut = Du,,, 0 < 2, o<t (92) 
q&t) = U", o<t (93) 
u(z,O) = 0, o<z (94) 

b(~,Ol < fx (95) 

with u and us + 0 as 2’ + cc fa all t Equation (92) IS second-order and is the 1-D dlffvsion 
equntion [IV] Fen a non-ligolous daivation of (YZ), see [J3] 

A.63 The Heat Equation 

The flow of heat in a conduding solid, with certain simplifying assumptions, results in 
the same model employing partial differential eqllations as for pule diffilsion (except fol 
dimensions) The 3-D hen2 eyuntion is 

au z = kV vu, (96) 

WheltT 
r;=” 

Pn 
(97) 

is called the ihernd difusznzty, I<(x, y, z,u) is the thermal condxct~~uaty of the solid medium, 
assumed constant hae, p is the densrty of the solid (mass per unit volume), also assumed 
constant, and c~ is the speczfic heat of t,he material of the solid (heat per unit mass pa unit, 
of tempelatue) For a ligorous derivation of (Ye), see [19] 

A.7 Light 
Light has both wave-like and particle-like properties As a wave, it is a combination of 
oscillating elec~lic and nmgnetic iields perpendicular to each othcl and t,o the dhcction of 
propagation The distance between consecutive peaks is the wnseleeqth X and the number 
of complete cycles passing a fixed Ijoint in I s is the frequency v They ale invclsely 
proportional through the relationship 

x=c 
v1 (98) 

whae c is the uelocity of light in a vacuz~n~ 
Considered as a particle, the energy E of a quantum of light is 

(9Y) 

where h is Plonck’s constmt [3] 
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B Chemistry Background 

B.l Rates of Reactions 
Different chemical reactions take place at diffacnt rates Some reactions, such as t,he reaction 
betwrrn AgNOa(aq) and ICcl(aq) to produce a precipit,ate of AgCl(s), seem to occur almost 
instantaneously, whweas other reactions, such as the reaction between Hz(g) and Nz(g) to 
produce NH3(g), occur very slowly The reaction rate law, which must be determined by 
experiment, tells us how the late of a reaction depends on the concentration of the reactants 
and of other added substances, such as catalysts 

Conside, the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution 

2HLOz(nq) - ‘MLO(f) + O&7) (100) 
Because a gaseous product O,(g) folms, we can drt,ermine how its concentration increases 
with time hy measuring tbc increase in pressure above tbr reaction mixtnre Let us see bow 
we can use this measurement to define a reaction late 

Suppose that we know the concentration of the oxygen gas at home time bo he [OZ]~, 
and suppose we find that at some late1 time it is [0 ] 2 2 We can wlit,r the change in its 
collrcrltratloll as 

A[021 = [Oh - [O,], (101) 

Because the concent,~ation of the product increasrs with time, WP know that A[OJ must he 
positive We can now define a reaclzon rnfc as t,he axerage rate at which oxygen is p~oducrd, 
01 the change in concenllation divided by the elapsed time 

fWL1 
ar (102) 

Note l.hat the late of a reaction is a positive quantity Its units ale molts pa liter per second 
(ml L-' s-l orM s-l), UT, mole gennally, moles pn liter per unit tinnc 

We call also define a reaction late by examining bow quickly the reactaut is consumer1 
Now we arr interested in the awxage number of moles per lita renried pa second Because 
bhc concrntration of Ha02 is decreasing, il[H&] is a negative quantity, hut we can insert 
a minus sign to make the lea&ion rate positive 

The relation hrtwern the two equations drpends on t,be equation fol the reaction In this 
case, we know t,he late at which 02 is ploducrd is equal to one balf the late at which Hz02 
is consumed, because two II202 molecules react, fol each 02 molecule produced Thus, for 
the reaction rate K, we llave 

7‘1~ late of the reaction fol the decomposition of Nz05(g) in 

NzO&) * 2NOa(g) + &h(g) (105) 



Thus, fa the reaction 

we define the rate to be 

K= - (1) (!@ ) = (a) (!g?$ 

Table (5) gives the numerical values of [NzOS], [NOz], and [Oz] that correspond to 
reaction (105), as a function of time at 45OC An inspection of the data in table (5) shows 
that the reaction rate decreases as [NzO~] decreases FOI example, the rate of decomposition 
of Nz05 ovel the fnst 10 minutes of the reaction is 

R = _ W M ’sl 
At 

= 3 2 X IOF ml L-’ min-’ 

whs~eas the late 0x1 the period 10 min to 20 min is 

R = 2 4 x IOF ml L-’ mine’ 

(W 

(110) 

tfmin 
0 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
GO 
70 
80 
90 

100 

[Nzos]/M [NOalIM 
1 24 x 10-r 0 
0 92 x 10-Z 0 64 x 1OV’ 
0 68 x 10-Z 1 12 x 10-Z 
0 50 x IOF” 148 x 10-Z 
0 37 x 10-Z 1 74 x 10-2 
0 27 x 10-Z 192 x 10-L 
0 20 x 10-L 2 08 x 10-Z 
0 14 x IV2 2 18 x 10-Z 
0 11 x 10-Z 2 26 x lo-* 
0 08 x 10-Z 2 32 x 1O-2 
0 06 x 10-Z 2 36 x 10-Z 

r 
I 

[Ozl/M 
0 
0 16 x 10-Z 
0 28 x 10-l 
0 37 x 10-J 
0 44 x 10-Z 
0 48 x 10-L 
0 52 x 10-J 
0 55 x 10-L 
0 57 x 10-Z 
0 58 x 10-Z 
0 59 x 10-Z 

Table 5 (‘oncenhation of N205(g), NO?(g) aud 02(g) as a function of bime 

It is important to realize that, given the initial concentrations in table (5), (he conccw 
tmtions of NOA and O&g) can be calculated from the concentration of N&(g) at any 
time 

We have noted that the rate of a reaction changes as the lcactants ale consumed and 
the products are formed This change occurs because the rates of chemical reactions usually 
depend 011 the concentrations of one or ~IOIP of the lea<tants The mathematical equation 
that gives this dependence is called the rate law of the leaction Many experiments show 
that the rate of a reaction usually is proportional to the concentlsbions of the reactants 
raised to small integer powers Thus, fa the case of the thermal decomposition of N,&, 
we will assume that 

R m W&l5 (111) 

We can wite this proportionality as an equation hy inserting a plopationality constant 

The proportionality constant k in a rate law is called the rate co1u?an2 of the leaction 
The value of z in equation (112) must be determined eqcpe~z~~~eslnlly, it, is nol necessarily 

the same as the balancing coefficient of NzU5 in the rhemical equat,ion There zs no relation 
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2f~zOz(aq) + 2Nz0U) + O,(g) (113) 

is 
R = k[HzOz] (114) 

whereas the late law for the reaction 

2NOBr(g) + 2NO(s) + BP&?) (115) 

is 
R = k(NOBf]L (116) 

In practice, rate laws often are determined from data involving lract,ion rates at the eally 
stage of leact,ions Using the mell~ud of inztrnl fates, WC measure the rate of a reaction ova 
an initial time intaval t,hat is short enough so that the Loncrntlations of the reactants do 
not vary appreciably from their initial values If we use zeros as subscripts to denote the 
initial values of the rate and of the various concentrations, then fol any reaction described 
by an equation of the form 

an + 6B + cc i $I” odvcfs (117) 

WC can wrik! 
Ro = k[A];[BJ;[C]; (11’v 

We can t,hen detaminr the values of z, y, and z by varying the inilial concentration 01 
each reactant in turn, while keeping the other reactant concrntlations (oustant As R simple 
example, let’s consida the NzOs decumposit~ion reaction, in which thele is only oue reactant 

NzO,(g) - 2NOz(g) + ;02(g) (119) 

Suppose that WP 1~~1 this reaction using successively doubled <onceotlations of N205, and 
obtain the initial-r& data in table (6) Notice that when the init,ial concentlatioll, [fVi05]o, 

TahIe 6 Initial late data fol reaction N~05(y) - 2NOz(g) + $0,(g) 

is increased by a factor of 2, the initial rate Ro also increases hy a facto1 of 2 These results 
show that R. is dilertly Inoportionl to [Nz05]0, so we can wite 

R,i = k[NzOsln (120) 

showing that z = 1 in equation (118) 
Extensive expeliment~al studies show that in most cases the lenction rate law determined 

from initial-rate data describes t,he leaction late as the reactiolt proceeds Thus, we cau 
drop the subscript zero in equation (120) to obtain the late law 

R = k[NzOs] (121) 

Because [N,Os] is raised to the first power in equation (lZl), I he lair law is said to he a 
jirsf-order raft Into, ancl the lealion is said to he a firsi-order ~eariznn We say that the 
late law is first,-oldet in [NzOs] 
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We can determine the numerical value of the rate constant k in equation (121) hy using 
the tabulated initial-rate data If we substitute the fact that Xo = 0 072 mol L-’ h-’ 
when [NzOS]~ = 0 040 mol L-‘, then we obtain 

k&=18 h-1 (122) 

Notice that the units of the late constant fol a first-order reaction are reciprocal time, i e 
time- 

So fal we have encouuteled only first-order react,ions Although it will not be demon- 
stlated here, the late law for the reaction described by 

2NO&) - QJO(g) + ‘WY) (123) 

is 
R = k[NO$ ;124) 

Becansc the exponent of [NC&] in tl 1e ra p t 1 aw is 2, we say that the reaction rnfe Inw is 
second-or&with respect to NOz, and because [N&l is t,h c only concentration that appears 
in the rate-law expression, we say that bhe decomposition of NO>(g) lo NO(g) and Oz(g) 
is a seconrl-order reartzon 

We can also deklrnine late laws fol reactions involving more than 011~ reackmt For 
example, the reaction 

2NO&) + h(s) - 2NOaF(g) (125) 

has the leaction rate law 
R = k[NO&F~] (126) 

with 
k = 1 00 x 1O-4 M-l s-l (:27) 

This rate law is first-order in both [NOz] and [> ; , and we sa) that it is S~COII&OI~PI overall ] 
because the sum of the rxponent,s is two Note that the units of k 101 a second-olda lextion 
arc reciprocal concenlmtion per time, i e M-’ 5-l 

Mole generally, if a rraction rate law is of the folm 

R = k[Al”[B]y[C’]z, (128) 

then the late law is s-olda in [A], y-o~h in [RI, and z-otdcl in [c’], with an owlall older 
of z + y + 2 [II] 

B.2 Photodissociation 
The principle of photochemical processes can be summarized as follows A certain atmo- 
spheric gaseous component A absorbs a given band of solar radiation in the ultraviolet 01 
visible spectrum Due to the energy ot the absorbed phckon hv, A is changed to an excited 
state A* Because of this energy, the molecule decomposes, 01 reacts with anotbrr species 
H, 01 tluoresces, or undergoes quenching, or transfers its enagy to anotba species [l] We 
will consider here only the molecular decomposition 01 dissociation The process may be 
symbolized in the following way 

A + hv i A’ absorption 
A” i D1 + DA + dissociation 

(129) 

The last st,ep in this sequence is termed a primary photochemical process WC love 

y = k,[A], (130) 
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wlme k, is the absorption rate of pholons The late R of the primary photochemical process 
will be 

R=~=d:,d[A], (131) 
where 4 is the so-called quantum yzeld Its value is cqual to the ratio of the number of A 
lextrd, to that of excited molecules In photochemical reactions, the rate constant is given 
by the product of the ahsorpi,ion late and the quantum yield [34] 

B.3 The Chapman Mechanism 
The Chapmau mechanism for oxygen-containing chemistry has been dealt with previously 
[15, 22, 23, 101 and was the first attempt (in the late 1930s) to explain the ozone distribution 
in the stratosphere The C:hapman model assumes that oxygen-cont,aining chemistry alone 
is suflicient, to explain ozone distlibutiou In this case, ouly the chemistry for 0, 02, aud 
03 is included 

Let 1~ = ,u(x, t) deuote the concentration of atomic oxygen (0) and let 2~ = 2~~(~, I) 
denote the concrntmtion of molecular w~one (OS) The coucentlation of molecular oxygen 
(OL, dew&xl by 3u = constant) is significantly larger in the earth’s atmosphere than atomic 
oxygen 01 ozone and is thclefore assumed to be constant in this simple model, as with most 
atmospheric simulations 

The formation oi the stratospheric ozone laya can be understood most simply on the 
basis of a reaction model composed of a minimum set of foul elanentary p~oc.esses (a) the 
attachmrnt of oxygen atoms to molecular oxygen, leading to the formation of ozone, (1)) 
the drstluct,ion of ozone by its lractiou with oxygen atoms, (c) the dissociation of oxygen 
molecules hy solar radiation in the wavelength legion 1X0-240 nm, and (d) the photodis- 
swiation of ozone in the Haltleg baud between 200 and 300 nm The lcactions may be 
writ,ten 

0+02+nt + 03+lv (132) 
0+0x + 202 (133) 

Oz+ h.u - 20 (134) 
Os+hv + O+Oz (135) 

III xcactioh (1X?), Ar deuntcs as usl~al an inelt third body, which in the atmosphcrr is 
supplied hy eit,her nitrogen or oxygen [l] 

Thrse reactions have leact,ion late co&Cent functions [X] kl, k2, lig, aud liq rrsprctively 
The first two heactions ale t,hamal reactions, so fil and Ic2 can he takeu as constants The 
last two reactions, however, ale photochemical in nature (involving the absorption of light 
energy ~ hv), and change with the rising/setting of the sun Thus, k3 and !q have diurnal 
cyclrs aud vay v&h time 

The ordinary differential system describing the time-evolving behavior of these chemical 
conceuhations subject to the foul reactions is taken from Aro [lo] 

(136) 

- = %P - (zL)(221), dt (137) 
whelr 1~ and 2~h ale iu units of mol Here, IP aud ZP denote late8 of production and IL 
aud LL den&c r&s of loss These productioufloss rates ale given by 

1L = (kl)(?U) + (k&u) (138) 

LL = (h)(lU) + h 
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The constant values are gu = 3 7 x 10” mol, !q = 1 63 x lo-l6 mol-* s-l, and kL = 
4 66 x 10-l” rn01-~ s-l The time varying rate coefficient functions (which Inode chemical 
reactions driven by the absorption of sunlight) are given by 

kj(f) = 

1 

y (&) ftrt!izt’ < ‘) , j = 3,4 (139) 

with US = 22 62, a4 = 7 601, w = &r/(&400 s), and the kj are in units of mol-’ s-l 
Note that the constant 86,400 s is one day, so that the time varying reaction rate coefficient, 
functions (k3 and k4) have 24 h periorl T 



C Mathematics Background 

C.l Power Series 
A pomer series is a series of the folm 

cn + q(r - a) + CL(Z - a)2 + +c”(z-a)“+ I (140) 

in which n and the ci, i = Cl, 1,2, , ale constants If a particular value is given to 2, we 
than obtain an infinite series of numhers The special case a = 0 occurs frquently, in which 
case the series becomes 

h,fost often, we use the C-notation, writing 

If a powa selies ronvelges fa certain values of cc, WC may d&w a function of 2 bJ 
setting 

f(x) = f).,(, ~ u)‘” OL y(s) = 2 en9 (143) 
,I=” “E” 

lox those values of z The majority of functions which are encountered in ihe principal 
pxuhlems 01 mathewatics and its applications to scieu<e and technology can be represented 
by convergent powr~ saies (with catain exceptions for the value a) [35] A function that can 
be locally leplesenterl by a powa series is called an annlytzc fnnclzon The class of analytic 
functions is closed with respect to the fimdarnenkd opetat,idns of arithmetic, algebra and 
analysis 

C 1 1 Taylol’s Saies 

C.1.2 Maclauin Series 

For the special case o = 0, the Taylor saies (144) is 

(145) 

The right side of (145) is called (he A~nclnu~zn seizes for f [35] 

Suppose that f, f’, f(i), , fin’, fin+‘) ale all (ontimrous on some interval containing a and 
b Then there is a number < hctween n and b such that 
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+ f’“‘(a) ---(b-a)” + 
f’“+“(t)(b - ,~)~+l 

?I! (n+l)! ’ 

i e , the remainda R, is given by the formula 

R,, = 

f’“+“([)(/J - up+1 

(n + I)! 

C.2 Linear Systems 

(146) 

(147) 

Central to the study of lznear algebra is the algebraic system known as a wctor space V over 
a field F Although much of what follows applies to general vector spaces, for ow purposes 
we shall need only the concept of the wdimensional lea1 vector space R” owl the field of 
real numhers R, with which most, computer scientists are aheady familiar 

A general lzwar syslem of m linear equations in n unknowns CE~, , z,, has the form 

where thr coefficients flij are lcal numbers and the constants 6i are also in R ON problem is 
to detamine all points (x:1,22,23, , x~)~ t I?” whose components satisfy all the equations 
in system (148) 

System (148) can be expressed mole eficiently in tarns of matrix multiplication as 

If we use matrix multiplication to compute the ith cntly ill this colunln-vata equation 
(149), WC obtain thr ith equation in systrm (148) 

Let us use t,he notations i2 b, etc , to denote both IL-dimensional LOW vertols and w 
dimensional column vectors in I?“, depending on the coulext E g equation (149) may he 
written 

A?=ii, (150) 

where the m x II matrix A = (aij) is the coefficient malrir, 

is the colunn~ vector of unknowns, and 

i 

h 
bz 

i= 03 

b I” 
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is the column vector of constants For our purposes, we shall say that the matrix A maps 
or lransforms the vector 3: to the vector 6 We now face the problem of finding all column 
vectors 2 such that (150) holds [36] 

C.2.1 Matrices 

To simplify computations, the matrix A in (150) can he dealt wit,h instead of the equations 
in (148) This gives lise to rnalrix n&hods Although these m&ix methods can he accom- 
plished in principle, t,he calculation in actual practice is often so computationally intensive 
as to render the prublem impractical 01 altogethrl impossible An understanding of the 
properties of home special matrices is thcrefae use u f 1 in selecting or massaging a numc~i- 
<al method Several types of matrices, operations and principles ale described Iuiefly here, 
withoui proof 

A $yuare matrix has the same number ,,I 1ows as columns 
A dzugonnl matrix is a square matrix D = (d;j) with d;j = 0 wheneva i # j E g 

A=( ‘! 35 ,i) (155) 

The zde?llzly nlatrix of urdler n, I,, = (hij), is the diagonal matrix with entries 

&j = ( 
1 ifi=j, 
0 ififj 

When the size of I, is ctea, this matrix is sometimes simply wilten as I 
An uppeT-trinngular n x n matrix 11 = (ILL,) has entries ~ij = 0,‘di > j, i e the elements 

below t,he main diagonal are zero WP will call a matrix slrwtlv upper-lria~lgular if it is a~ 
upper-triangular matrix in which the diagonal rlements are ZPIO, i e the &rnents on and 
below t,hc main diagonal are all zero Similarly, a lower-lrinsgulnr n x n matlix L = (lij) 
has ent,lies l,j = 0,Vi < j, i P the elrmeuls ahwe the main diagonal ale zero We will 
call a matrix striclly loarer-lriu~qelnr if it is a low-t,riangular matrix in which the diagonal 
elements ale ZPIO, i e the elements on and above the main diag<x~al ale all zao 
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a diagonal matrix A, however, the inverse A-’ is obtained by simply inverting the diagonal 
elements, and therefore requires only n divisions E g the inverse of A in equation (155) is 

IO 0 10 

A-‘= 0 

t 1 

k 0 (157) 
0 0 26 

The lmnspose of an m x n matrix A = (aij) is the n x m matrix AT = (nji) 
A square matrix A is said to be symrnetrzc if A = AT 
The deternkmnf of an n x II matrix A, denoted det A or IAl, is defined recmsively as 

follows 

1 If A = (a) is a 1 x 1 matrix, then det A = a 

2 If A is an 1~ x n matrix, with n > 1, then the minor Al;, is the dete~u~inant of the 
[n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix of A obtained by deleting the it,h row and jth column of 
the ma(lix A, and the determinant of A is given either by 

0, ,1 
dd il= C(-i)“+juijhtij, fol any j = 1,2, ,n (159) 

izzl 

E g the determinant of the mahix 

is 5920 It can he shown that to calculate the dctelminant of a general n x n matrix requires 
O(n!) lllultiplilationsjdivisio,ls and additions/subtractions Even 101 relatively small values 
of 12, the number of calculations becomes unwieldy The calculat,ion of the detr~minant of a 
diagonal nratlix, however, recpkes only n multiplications and is simply ihe product of the 
diagonal elements E g the determinant, of A in equation (155) is 6000 

If the lineal system Aa = 6 has a uniclue solution for each in-dimensional column vrctol 
i, then WP say that the matrix A is non-singular This is equivalent to saying that A? = 6 
has the unique solution i = 6, or to say that the invase A-’ exists, or to say that de:t A # 0 
Othawise the matrix A is sirlgular 

The n x n matrix A is said to he Strictly Diagonally Dominanf (SOD) when 

A matrix A is Poszfzue Defiyite (PO) if it is symmetric and if kTAz? > 0 for every n- 
dimensional column vector 2 # 0 

An n x n matrix A is called a band matrix OL banded matrzx if 3 integas I,, ‘I, 3 1 < l,, 
q < n, and aij = 0 wbeneve~ i + y < j, or j + q 5 i The bandwidth of a hand matlix is 
defined to be w = p + 9 - 1 F g t,he matrix A in equation (1GO) is a band matrix wit,h 
p = ‘1~ 2 and bandwidth w = 3 

The definition of hand matrices faces &se matlies to conccntrak all their nonhero 
enlks about the diagonal Two special eases of band matrices that occur ofien in practice 
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have p = 4 = 2 and JI = p = 4 The matrix of bandwidth 3, occuuing when y = rl = 2, is 
encountered in connection with the study of cubic spline approximations These mat,rices 
ale called Iridiagonaf, since they have (loosely speaking) a main diagonal of width 3 The 
matrix A in equation (160) above is tlidiagonal 

The norw llilj of a n-dimensional vector i can be defined in sevelal ways, one of which 
is 

IJill = j/&iirTz W) 

which is called the 12 norm of ? [37] 

C 2 2 Eigenvalue Problem 

Let 

Ai = xi, (164) 
i e A maps i into a scala multiple of itself The scalar X is called the ezgeawzlue or 
chnruclerzstrc wdw of A corresponding t,o z (381 The set of eigcnvahxs is called the 
specl~um of A The largest of the absolute values of the eigcmalues of A is railed the 
qv.ct~al rndzus of A, denoted p(A) 

The problem of detamining the cigellvalues and cigenvectols 01 a mal.lix is callrd an 
eigenvalue prohlen~ Problems of this type occur in COIIIIPC tion wit,h physical and technical 
applications [2Y] 

C.3 Lipschitz Condition 
A function d(y) is said to salisfy a Lzprchztr COIL~Z~ZO~Z in a neighborhood N(c) of z, if 
v’4’ E N(V), 

IldLu) ~ &ir )I1 5 m  ~ TII (165) 

whele L is called the Lipschits constant This condition essentially says thai the magnitude 
of the slope of the line through (u, &y)) and (y, $(r/-)) is bounded everywhere in the 
neighborhood [14] 

C.4 Differential Equations 
An equation involving one dependent variable and its derivatives with respect t,o one 01 
more independent variables is called a differe&znl equnlwe (DE) Many of the general laws of 
natwe - in physics, chemistry, biology, and astronomy ~ find their most natural expression 
in the language of differential equations Appliraiions also abound in mathematics itself, 
especially in geometry, and in enginexing, econornils, anil nmny other fields of applied 
science 

It is easy to understand the season hehind this broad utilit,y of differrntial equations 
The leada will recall that if y = f(z) is a given function, then its derivative dyfdz can 
be intapreted as the late of change of 1/ with lcspect to zc In any natural plocrss, the 
variables involved and thei rates of change are connected with one anotha by means of 
the basic scientific principles that govan tie process When this connection is expressed in 
mathematical symbols, the result is oft,eu a diflerrutial equal ion 

The following example may illuminate these lenralks According bo Newton’s second law 
of motion, the acceleration CI of a body of mass m is proportional to the total force F acting 
on it, with I/n2 as the constant of p~oporlionality, so that a = F/m 01 
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Suppose, for instance, that a body of mars 11~ falls freely undo the influence of gravity alone 
In this case the ouly force acting on it is mg, where 9 is the acceleration due to gravity If 
y is the distance down to the body from some fixed height, then its acceleration is d2yldt2, 
and (166) becomes 

d2y 
‘YiF = ‘ILg (167) 

c”“u- 
dlt2 -!l (168) 

If we alter the situation by assuming that ai1 welts a resisting fmce proportional to the 
velocity, tha the total face acting on the body is my - k(dy/dt), and (11%) hrcomrs 

(169) 

Equations (168) and (169) ale the differential equations that express the esseuM attributes 
of the physical processes undue considaation [39] 

Vaious analytical methods exist fm solving 1)Es We shall not examine them here, siuce 
we are intereslrd iu numrlicnl methods 

C 4.1 Ordinary Diffaential Equations 

As futher examples 01 differrntial equations, we list the following 

dy 
It= -ky, (170) 

ntg = -.ky, (171) 

IlY ~+2mJ=e-=2, (172) 

(1 - zL)$ - 2zz +p(p + I)y = 0, (174) 

CY zis + zg + (2 - p'1)y = " (175) 

The dependent variable in each of these equations is y, and the independent vaiablc is either 
t OL z The Letters A, m, and p tepwseut <on&ants An O,dinary iX#ereere,&xl Quatzo,~ 
(ODE) is one in which that is only one independent vaiablr, so t,hat all the derivatives 
occurring in it ale oldinaly derivatives Each of these equations is ordinary The order of 
a differential equation is the order of the highest derivative present Equations (170) and 
(172) ale filst-older equations, and t,he others ale second-older Equations (174) and (175) 
ale classical, and ale called Legendre’s eyuatzo~~ and Bessel’s eyvulioa, respectively Each 
has a vast literature and a histay reaching bark hundreds of years [39] 

The most impmtant type of diffaential equation is the lineal eyuniio~a, in which the 
drlivative of highest ordcl is a lineal fun&on 01 the IOWCI order daivatives Thus the 
gala al fimt-orda linear equat,ion is 

OY - = q(z)31 + 1 (.z), 
dz (176) 
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and so on It is understood that the coefficients on the right in these expressions, nanrely, 
p(z), q(z), r(z), etc , are functions of z alone [39] If v(z) = 0 in (176) or (177) then the 
ODE is homogeneous Otherwise it is mhomogeneous [29] The general solution of (176) is 

y = ,j-uw dr 
(J r (z)e- sqcz) ‘= dz + c 

> 
(178) 

r 

I 

01, using the plime notation for daivatives, 

Q%Y,Y’,Y”, ) y’“‘) = 0 (180) 

It is norn~ally a simple task to verify that a given function y = y(x) is a solulzon of an 
equaCon like (179) All that is necessary is t.o compute the derivatives of y(r) and to show 
that y(r) and these daiuatives, when substituted into the equation, reduce it to an identity 
in z In this way we SW that 

y = ,zr and y = 2= (181) 

ale both solutions of t,he second-orda equation 

y” - 5y’ + Gy = 0, (182) 

In luauy engineaing applications we are not intrlested iu the gavaal solut,ion of a given 
diffaeniial equation but only in the partzculnr sulufio~~ y(x) satisfying a given inilznl cosdi- 
Iron (IC), say, tire condition that at s~nle point 20 the solution y(x) has a plrscribed value 
yo, lxielly 

Y(Z”) = YO (184) 

A tilst-orda diffeialCal equation together with an initial condition is called an Initzal Vulae 
Problem (NJ’) To solve such a ploblenl we must, find the palticulal solution of the equation 
which satisfies the given initial condition E g the IVP 

(2 + 1)y’ + y2 + 1 = 0, y(0) = 1 (185) 

has the particular solution [29] 
l-x 

y= 1+x (W 

As ano(hcl exainple, the IVP 

ri + xi + 252 = 0, z(O) = ZL’O, i!(O) = 0, (187) 

z(f) = 20 ( 4 
COS 31 + yj Sk” 3i 

> 
e-41 (1W 

Notice that IVP (185) is first-olda with cme IC and that IVP (187) is second-oldel with 
two 1Cs This is no wcidrnt A solut,ion of a differential equation of the olda n (lineal 
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01 not) is called a general solution if it contains n arbitrary indrpendent constants Hae 
in~dependence means that the solution cannot be leducrd to a folm containing less than n 
albitlary constants If we assign definite values to the n constants, then the solution so 
ohtained is called a particular solution of that equation [29] 

Let us no~v seek a nontrivial solution y(x) of the equation 

yJf + xy = 0 (189) 

that satisfies the boundary condztions (BCs) 

Y(O) = 0  and y(r) = 0 (190) 

The parameter X in (189) is free to assume any real value whatewx, and paIt, of 0111 t,ask 
is to discover the X’s for which the problem can be solved In DUI plcvious plohlrms we 
have considaed only mitral value problems, in wlrich the solution of a second-mdn equation 
is sought that satisfies two conditions at a single value of the independent variable Hae 
we have an entirely diffaent situation, fol we wish to satisfy onr condition at each of two 
distinct values of z Problems of this kind are called boundary mlue problems (BVl’s), antl 
in genclal tbry are mope difficult and fa leaching ~ in both themy and practice - thau 
inSal value problems Although we will not purww the tlrecny hehind HVPs like equation 
(189) hae, its null-trivial solutions are 

y(:c) = cl sin x&c, (191) 

withX=n”, nz 1,2,3, WI 

C.4 2 Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations 

“I Y’ = mf(~>1Yi2Ya >“1Y) J 
whet e 

‘Y’ = $‘Y(Z) (193) 

is satisfied by 
‘y(z) = :c[c”s((:,z + C;)]/C, 
*y(z) = ~ sin(C’lk + c B) (196) 
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for any values (with the exrcption of G, = 0) of the arbitrary consta”ts C’l, Cz For the 
genelal m-dimensional system, the m  arbitrary constants can be fixed by imposing m  initial 
conditions If these 71~ conditions take the form of demanding that the Jy, j = 1,2, ,m 
all take given valxs ni the salne initial point, then the systan togethel with the cmlditions 
constitute a” IVP Wliting the systeln in the vectol form (194), the grnelal IVP thus takes 
the fc”l” 

whae 

O”re again, we abhleviate ihe “omerxlatwe, and henceforth refer to (197) as a ‘plohlem’ 
If in (197) j is independerlt of cc, the problem (and the systcrn it involves) is said to 

be nulow~nous, a”d to he soa-nulononuus otherwise It is always possible, at the cost of 
laisi”g the dimcnsio” hy 1, lo write a “on-atonomou; problem in autollomom form All 
o”e “erd do is add an extra scalal equatio” ‘n+ly’ = 1 with I(: ““+‘~(a) = a, which inrplics 
that “f’y = z, SO that, the “rw (m + l)-dimensional syst,em is clealy autonomous E g , if 
we add to (195) the ICs ‘y(1) = 1, ‘y(1) = 0, the resulting 2-D nowautonomous plohlem 
ca” he lewrittrn as 

‘1/l = ‘ypy+2y3y ‘y(1) = 1 
ly’ = 3y[(Zy)Z - I]/‘$/ 21/(l) = 0 (199) 
?y’ = 1 “y(1) = 1, 

a 3-D a”lo”onlous problem, with solution 

‘y(21) = %  COS(T - 1) 
‘y(r) = - sin(z - 1) 
3y( z) = 3: 

PW 

SitIce we rrgad the dime”sio” of the problem as being tlbitlaly, thae is clearly no loss of 
gewsality in ass”mi”g that Hlr general n-dimerlsional problem is autonomous [14] 

C 4 3 Pal&l Differential Equations 

Physical systerlls in many fields of applied science and mgi”erli”g ran be descrihrd in 
tams of mathrmatical systenls conlposed of equations containing partial derivatives A 
partznl diffemfial rq7ration (PLG) ‘. 1~ a” equation i”volviq, several independ& variables 
ZlY,Z, I a hmrtiv” 11 of these vaiahles, and the par&l delivatixes of the drpendent 
fwctio” u with respect to the indrpa~dent variables These variables “lay be time arid one 
0L sevrlal coordinates in spare2 Sy”lholically, the galaal PDE is 

The older of the highest daivative is called the olderof the equation Just as in the case of 
ODES, we say that a PDE is &ear if it is of the first degree in the depmdent variable and 
its partial delivativrs [19] 

Some impolta”t linear PDEs of the second-ordrl are 
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(206) 

Equations (ZOZ-20s) are called the 1-D vrnve equalion, 1-D heat equation, 2-D Laplace e,~xn- 
lion, 2-D Poisson eqmtim, and 3-D Laplace egnntzon, respectively IIere c is a constant,, t 
is time, and z, 1/, z are orthogonal space coordinates [29] Each of the above equations is 
profoundly significant in theoretical physics, and thei study has stimulated the development 
nf many important mathematical ideas In general, PDEs alise in the physics of continuous 
media - in problems involving electric fields, fluid dynamics, diffusion, sud wave motion 
Their theory is very different from that of ODES, and is much mole difficult. in almost every 
1espect [39] 

A solulion of a PDE in some region R of the space of the independent vaiables is a 
function which has all the partial derivatives appearing in t,he equation in some donlain 
containing R, and satisfies the equation everywhere in R (One often merely lequiles that 
the function is continuous at the boundary of K, has those delivativrs in the intaior of R, 
and satisfies the equation in the interior of R [%I]) E g if 

%z - Pl,l = 0, (207) 
which is equation (202) with c = 1, then 

211(J!, 1) = sin 7rz cos 7rf 
Q(Z, f) = sin 27rr Los 27rt 

(208) 

u,(z, t) = sin n)7:c rosnnt 

ae all solutions, as is easily seen by direct substitution The result (208) ~exeals au impmtant 
chamctelistic of PDEs that is common to ODES, too a siuglr cquatioll, like (207), for onr 
function u may possess many particular solutions Thus one concern in any problem is 
to develop certain nuazl~ary ronditro~~ that, SPLY~ to isolat,c or chara~ tcriee an zndivzdnnl 
solut,ion fol a given problem [19] 

In gewaal, the totality of solutions of a PDE is very large I? g ihr functions 

U=,Z2-y2, u = e= LOS y, 11 = ln(z2 + y2), (209) 

which ale entirely diffelen( from each otha, are solutions of (204), as onr lnay easily vaif> 
The unique solution of a PDF: collrsponding lo a given physical problem will he ohtainrd by 
the use of addit,ional infolrnation arising from the physical situation E g , in some caxs the 
values of the required solution of the problem on the bowdaly of son~e <lomain, bou~~dory 
conditionr (LlCs) will be given, in other cases when the time 1 is one of the varialles, ihr 
values of the solution at t = 0, znrlzal condztzons {I&) will he p~esaibrd [2Y] 

Certain types of bounday conditions appear and are applopliate in tllr rnalhcnlalical 
models of initial-boundary-vallae-problenls (IBVPs) These common <andiCons are classified 
as boundary conJitious of 

I t,he first type, or the Dzrichlet condition the dependent xuiablt! is prrscrihed along 
the houndaly 

2 the second type, 01 the Nevrnasn condition the warnal daivalivr of the dependent 
variable is prescribed along the boundary 

3 the lhild type a relation between the dependent variable and it,s normal daivaiivc is 
prescribed along the boundaly [I91 

Sperial cases of the 2-D second-olda equation 

(210) 



whele a, b, c, d, e, f, and 9 may he functions of the independent variables z and u and of 
the dependent vaiahle u, occur more iiequently than any other because they are ofteu the 
mathematical form of “UP of the conservation principles of physics Equation (210) is said to 
be ellzptic when b2 -4ac < 0, parabolic when I? -4ac = 0, and hgpmbolic when b” -4ac > 0 
These are called canolLzcalfo7ms of (210) [40] 

As an important application, let us consider the temperatue in a long thin bal or wire 
of constant cross secl.ion aud homogeneous material which is oliented along the z-axis and 
is prlfwtly insulated lat,erally, so that heat flows in the x-direction only Then u depends 
only on z and time 1, and the heat equation (96) h ccomes the 1-D heat equation (203), with 
c2 = k Let us examine the case when the Pnds z = 0 and z = I, of the bal are kept at 
trmperatue zero Then the Dirichlet HCs ale 

u(O,f) = u(L,f) = 0 vlt (211) 

Let the initial tanpelat,ulr distrihlltion in t,hr bar be 

u(x,O) = sin (F) (212) 

The individual solution u(z,1) of this lineal, second-older, l-D, parabolic IBVP (ZO:i, 211, 
212) is [29] 

u(z, t) = sin (y) e-(cr/L”t (213) 
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D Numerical Methods 

D.l Introduction 
The ultimate aim of the field of numerical analysis is to provide convenient methods for 
obtaining useful solutions to mathematical problems and fol extracting useful infamabion 
from availablesolutions which ale not expressed in tractable forms Such problems may each 
be formulated, P g , in terms of an algebraic 01 transcendental equation, an ODE 01 PDE, 
01 an integral equation, 01 in terms of a set of such equations [41] As a simple algebraic 
example, the problem of finding the zeroes of an nth-degree real polynomial wiih n 2 5 may 
have no analytical solution As a more complex PDF example the Navier-Stokes equations 
(85), for which there is no known analytical solution 

This famulation may ccurrspond exactly to tht! situation which it is intended to dcscrihe, 
more often, it will not Analytical solutions, when available, may be precisr in themselves, 
hut may he of unacceptable form because of the fact that t,hry are not amamble to dire< t 
interpretation in numaical terms, iu which case the numerical analyst may attempt to devise 
a method fen effecting that interpleiatiou in a satisfactory way, or he may prefa to base 
his analysis iustead upon the original fcnmulation [41] A s a simple algelxaic example the 
~loblem of finding the aaoes of p(:z) = x2 ~ 2, whose exact analytical solution is clealy 
~1 = -a, 22 z +fi, which are expressable in closed symbolic form but ae not in a usable 
numaical fam As a more complex example the integral formula fm the solution of a 
first-order lineal ODE (178) 

Mole frequently, there is no known method of obtaining the solutiou in a pltxise frum, 
coovenient or othawise In such a case, it is n~ccssary either to attempt to apploxiruate the 
problem satisfactmily by one which is amenable to precise analysis, to obtain an approximate 
solution to the original problem hy methods of uumerical analysis, or to combiue the two 
approaches 

On the other hand, the problem itself may not be clearly deiinrd, aud the analyst may 
be provided only with its partial solution, pahaps in t,hr fam of a table of apploxirunte 
<bata, togethel with a cntaiu xnouot of informatiou with regatd to its reliability, or pcthaps 
in terms of an integral defining a function which cannot he explcssed in tams of a finite 
number ot tabulated func,tions His purpose then is t,o obtain additional useful infolmatiou 
conceuniug the fuuction so described 

Genaally the m,melical analyst does uot strive for exactness Iustcad, he altrmpt,s t,o 
dcvisr a method which will yield an approximation diffaing from exactness by less then a 
sper ified tolerance, 01 hy an amount which has: less than H specified plobahility of excwding 
that t&lance When the infamat,ion supplied to him is inexact, IIF. attempt,s both to 
ohtaiu a dependable measure of the uncertainty which lcsults from that inexactness and 
also to obtain an approximation which possesses a specified r&ability compatible with that 
uncertainty 

He tries to devise a procedure which would he capable of affording an arbitrarily high 
de:glee of accuracy, in a widt! class of situations, if the reliability of given information and 
of available calculating devices were correspondingly high Even when successful in this 
attempt, he still seeks alternative procedures which may possess certain advant,ages in con- 
venience or efficiaxy in certain situations, hut which may be of less genaal applicability, or 
which may have the property that, the degree of accuracy obtainable, wen under ideal cil- 
tumstances, cannot exceed a certain limit which depends upon the function to be analyzed 
Iu this last tax, which is of hequent occurrence, he at,tempts to ascertain that limit and to 
classify the situations in which it is uot sufficiently high 

Needless to say, there ale relatively few situations in which all these objectives have hea1 
OL cau hc, perfectly attained Howeve;, lesrarch with thesr aims in view continues to provide 
new plocedules, as well as additional infcumation with regad io the basic advantages and 
disadvantages of the older ones Additional impetus has been afforded by the drvelopmcnt 
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of automatic desk calculators and, more recently, of large-scale computers For example, 
certain methods had long been known to possess important theolctical advantages, hut had 
not been co~~venient, flom the point of view of the labor and time iwolved, for use in hand 
calculation or in calculaCon based on the use of the slide lule 01 of tables of logarithms, 
and heuce had been considaed as little more than rnathenlatical curiosities HOWVP~ , 
technological developments have promoted several of them into a touch more active status 
and have also created addit,ional need for detailed leexaminaiion and modification of other 
existing methods and for a search for new “nrs 

One of the most rapidly expanding phases of numerical analysis is that which deals 
with the approximate solution of PDEs But a basic uudast,auding of the m”~c involved 
problems which arise iu that phase of the analysis depends strongly upon familiarity with 
similar ptohlems which arise, in a somewhat simpler way, iu connec~iou with the solution of 
algebraic aud t,lanscendental equations, the processes of int~erpolation and appxoxiluation, 
numetical dittaentiatioa and integration, and the approximate solution of ODES, in which 
only one independent variable is involved [41] 

In (he process of problem solviug, it is possible to distinguish several mcae “1 less distinct 
phases The fix+ phase is formulnlzon 1~ formulating a ma~hcmatical model of a physical 
system, scientists should take into account Molehand the fact that they expect to solve a 
problem on a computer They will tharfore ylovidr fox slwxific ohjeciives, propel input 
data, adequate checks, aud frx the type and alnount \>f out,put 

Once a problem has been formulated, numaical methods, togethel with a preliminary 
error aualysis, must, be devised fol solving the plohlem A nmnerical method which ran he 
used to solve a plohlem will be called an ulyo~iihn~ An algorithm is a romplcte and unau- 
biguoos set “f pxo~edures leading to ihr solution of CL xuathenlatical plohlem The selection 
01 construction of applopria(r algolit,hms propaly falls wit,hin the scope of r~~n~erzcnl anal- 
ysi~ Having derided on a specific algorithu~ “1 set of algorithms for solving tht! problem, 
numerical analysts should consida all t,he s”u~ces 01 elr”r that nmg affect the results They 
must consider how mucll accuracy is required, estiruaie t,he magnitude of the round-off and 
discretization CIIOTS, d&amine an applopriatr step size “L the uumhel of iMations lequiled, 
provide for adrquatr checks on the accuracy, aud make allowance fol Lollective action in 
cases of noncouvrlgence 

The third phase “f prohlcnl sol\ing is ,~rqrnrnrnzng The pr”g~alnmer must transfolnl 
the suggested algorithni into a set of unambiguous strp-hy-step iustluctious to the cornpute~ 
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D.2 Euler’s Method 
Although Euler’s method is seldom used in pract,ice, the simplicit,y of its derivation ran be 
used to illustrate the techniques involved iu the construction of some of the more advanced 
techniques, witlmut the cumbasomc alge:hla that accompanirs these constructions 

The object of the method is t,o obtain an approximation to tht! solution to the well-posed 
IVP 

&I 
z = f(wat), a<t<6, Y(a) = Q  (214) 

Iu actuality, a continuous approximation to thr solution ~(1) will uot he obtained, instead, 
approximat,ions to y will he generated at vaious values, called mesh puznts, in the interval 
[a, b] Once the apprrximate solution is obtained at these points, the approximate solution 
at other points in the interval cau br obt,aincd hy interpolation The process of producing 
the approximate solution I,” (214) at mesh points is often called znfcgrafzon of the IVP, since 
iutcgration and difffclentiation ale invase processes A palticula solution to an IVP is often 
called a po7lirzlla7 z111egral 

In this section, we make the stipulat,ion that the mesh poiuls are equally distributed 
throughout the intrlval [a, b] This conditinn is enswed bg choosing a positive iutcger N 
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and selecting the mesh points {tu, tl, t2, ) f‘$r} whr1e 

t< = a + ih, i=O,l,Z, ,N (215) 

The ~onm~o~~ distance, h = (6 - 0)/N, bet~weerl successive points, is catted the siel~rizr, or 
steplength A step between points of time is catted a limesfep (Mesh points ale not always 
equally distlihutcd however ) 

Suppost! that y(t), t,he unique solution to (214), h a~ wo cont.inuous derivatives on [a, b] t, 
Then we can lepleseut y(t) with a Taylor selies and for each i = 0, I, 2, IN-l, 

Y(k+l) = Y(k) + (li,l - f;)y’(f,) + 
(k+1 - li)? 2 Y”(Fi ) (216) 

Y(G+1) = Y(k) + hY’(fi) + ;Y”(E,) (217) 

and, since y(f) satisfies the ODE (214), 

Y(ti+l) = Y(k) + ht(Y(ti),ti) + !& (218) 

Equation (219) is called the Faorurnrd Euler (FE) method because the derivative ,f(y* ,ti) 
‘~loot~s fo1wad” to generate 1, ;+I 111 >ector fo1m, (219) becomes 

$0 = a, 
yi+l = $ +hj(ll”,ti), i-0,1, ,N-1 (220) 

." y = n, 
j/it1 = 21' +h/(yi+',t;+l), i=O,l, ,N-1 

(221) 

Equation (221) is called the Backward KUIPL nlethod brcause the delivativr f($fl,ti+,) 
“looks backward” to generate k”+’ 
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(‘227) 

D 4 Implicit Methods 

If the method is llot explicit, then the method is imp/z&f BE is implicit [37] 
Advantages 

l typically has good stability characteristics 

l often not constrained By stahility to a small stepsize 

Disadvantages 

l mu& computatioxd owlhead is usually wcessary to sohe the (potentially nolllinrar) 
simultaneous algebraic system at each timestep 

D.5 One-Step Method 

A m&hod which call by wrif ten 

Y ,-“+1 = iJ” + /ql(y”, t,, h), 

D.6 Local Truncation Error 

Sirlce the obje<l of numerical Irchniqnes is to determix sufficiently actuate apploximatiolls 
with nlinimal rlfolt, we nred a means fol comparing the etficiellcy of various apploximatioll 
methods The first device we consider is called thr Lord Tru~m~lio~~ Error (LTE, d^i+l), or 
local dzsocfizalro~~ error of t,he m&od The LTE at a specified step measwes the locally 
produced nmouut, hy which the exact solution to the problem fails to satisfy the method 
being used fol the al~proximation [37] 

If the approximation is calculated hy 

2i”+’ = &j&), 11) - i(fi+l) (224) 

The tam $(Q(ti), h) in equation (224) is the value which the method would yield as all 
app~ozzmation to C(1) at t;+1 hy taking one step h from the act,ual value of u(f) at, ti The 
Ielm f(ti+l) is the nclunlvalue of y(t) at ti+l Hare the LTE is in essence a measure of the 
amount by which the method deviates from the actual solution locally, due to discretization 
I141 

Let us considel as a trs~ problem, the 1-D IVP 

Using FE wit,11 h = 0 1, we have 

d(Y”, h) = y” + hf(Y”,li) 
= y” + (II l)(-5u”) 
= (0 5)y", 



and 

At f,” = 10, 

&+I = d(Y(k), h) - Y(ticl) 
= (0 5)!&) - l/(&l) 
= (0 f+-51' _ p-5ti+l 

P = (0 5)e(-5'(fl 9) - ,(-s)ila) 
2z -0 0011834 

(228) 

(229) 

D.7 Total Accumulated Error 

In the test problem, (225), using FE with h = 0 1, at 110 = 1 0, we have 

2 = yi - y(ti) 
= (0 5)"p -e(-sP. 
= (0 S)'"(l) -&-SKI "I (231) 

G  -0 0057614 

D.8 Order of Accuracy 
VT’e fiequcntly use the noWion 

F(h) = O(hP) as h i 0, 

h= h3 
N/l) = p”(li) + 5y”‘(fi) + (233) 

and F(h) is O(h2) 
A distinct,ion should be made hele het,wcen the use of O(M) for small stepsizes h in the 

analysis of nunuxical methods, alld the use of O(M) fol lnrge data set size in the analysis 
of compute algorithms If the LTE of a numaical method is 

F(h) = UP + b/2 + ch, (234) 

c g , t,hen t,he LTE is 0(1~), since the otha tams of (234) are insignificant when h + 0 and 
the “let~Il”d is mottl-01der accurate Howrvcr, if a computer algorithm takes F(h) t ime 
t,o 1~1, then the algolit,hm is (J(h3), since the othtx tams of (234) are insignificant whm 
h + ix 
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D.9 Stability 
We are interested in using methods that will produce dependably accurate results for a wide 
~angr of problems One criterion we like to impose upon an algorithm whenever possible 
is that small changes in the initial dat,a ploducr collespondingly small changes in the final 
results An algorithm that satisfies this ~.“operty is called slab/e, it is unstable when this 
uiterion is not fulfilled Some algorithms will be stable 101 certain choices of initial data 
but not fm all choices 1371 Small changes in the initial data are called perlurbnizons 

Although definitions of many different kinds of stahility are in use, WC will use the 
following definition a method is said to be absolutely stable lor a given step size h, if a 
pelturhation i0 in the IC, results in a change no gzeatcr than io in the computed solution 
at all subsequent, slc,‘s 

E g WP will show that FE is stable frx the tesl equation, 

4’ = xfj x E c, (235) 

which is a vay specific ODE, used hae in place of an arbitrsly problem We define the 
p~lturhations 

j” zz IJo + E” I(:, 
2’ = 5” + ;k lot any step k (236) 

Wr apply FE t,o (235) 

D.10 Stiffness 
When integrating a DE, one would expect the requisite stepsize to be relatively small in a 
region where the solution ru~ve displays much vaiation, and to be relatively large where the 
solution CUE stlaightals out, to approach a line with slope nearly zero For some problems 
this is not the case Son&mes the stepsizc is faced dew to an unacceptably small level 
in a legion where the solution curve is very sn1oot.h The phenomenon being exhibited here 
is known as stiffness In some cases we may have two different problems with the same 
solution, yet problem 1 is r~uf stifi and problem 2 ir stiff Clearly the phrnommon cannot 
he a. function of the exact, solution, since this is the same for hoth problems, and must he a 
plopaty of the diffaential system itself It, is thus mxe appropriate to talk of stiff sl/slems 
latha than of stiff proble~ns 

In this section we consida various aspects of the phenomenon of stiiYness ‘Phenomenon’ 
is prolubly a more appropriate word than ‘property’, singe the latter lathe1 implies that 
st,iftness can be defined in precise mathematical tams, it turns out not to he possible to 
do this in a satisfactcny manna, even fol the lestlict,cd class of linear constant coefficient 
systerle fi’e shall also see several [~lualitat,ivestatemer,t,s (hat ran be (and most,ly have been) 
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made in an attempt to encapsulate the notion of stiffness, and state what is plohably t,he 
most satisfactory of these as a ‘definition’ of stiffness 

Befae we address this issue, we will need to define some concepts C:onsider the lineal 
constant coefficia~t inhomogeneous system 

i’ = Af/ + 4(2), (241) 

where zj,Q t I?‘” and A is a constant n x n matrix with eigalvalues Xt E C, f = 1,2, , n 
(assumed distinct) and cmresponding eigenvectors it E P,t = 1,2, ,n The general 
solution of (241) takes the form 

where the nt ale abitlary constants and G(.,) .t 1s a pal ticula irlt,eglal Now let, us suppose 
that 

He(&) i 0, f = I,Z, ,n, (243) 

J D Iambat defines ~lij@ers as iollows 
If a numerical method with a finite legion of absolute stability, applied to a system with 

any ICs, is forced to use in a certain interval of intcgl xtinn a sirpienglh which is exrssivrly 
small in relation to the smootbress of the rxnct solulion in l.hat iutaval, tha, the system is 
said to be sfiffin that intaval 

There ae other characteristics which are exhibited by many samples nf stiff problans, 
but fol each thae ale counterexamples, so these characteristics do not make good definitions 
of stiffness Nonetheless, definitions hased upon these characteristics ale in c~mm~~l llse hy 
some authors and are good clues as to the prescnre of sti&ess Lambert refas to these as 
‘sMements’ lather than definitions, for the lcasons stat,ed abow A few of these are 

Statement, I A linear constant coeffirient systan is st,iff if all of its eigcnvalucs have 
negative real part and the stilfness ratio is large 

St,atemalt 2 Stiffness occurs when stability lequi~ements, latha than those of accuacy, 
constrain the steplength 

Statement 3 Stiffness occurs whal SO~X component,s of the solution decay much mme 
lapidly than othas [14] 

The origin of the tam ‘stiffwss’ seems to hr somewhat of a mystery ALcording to J 
0 Hirschfelder, t,he term ‘stiff’ is used hecause sllch systrms correspond lo tight coupling 
between the dlivcl ard driven in selvo~ln~challisms [43] Ac<rxdirlg to Ricbald L Buidrn 
and J Douglas Fairrs, systrms of DES ale called ‘stifl’ (~nathemalicxl stiffness) due t,r, thei] 
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application in analyzing the motion of spring, damping and mass systems having large spling 
constants (physical stiffness) [37] E g the IVP 

mji + ci + hz = 0, do) = zo, k(O) = 0, (246) 

witlr m  = 1, c = lOlll,k = 1000, can br written in the lolm (241) with n = 2 and 

A= (247) 

(248) 

(240) 

alld has cigenvalues \ = -tOOO,~ = -1 Bat.11 eigenvalurs have uegativr lea1 pat and ttir 
stiffness ratio is 

I - 10001 = I”00 
I-11 ’ 

(250) 

which is iailly largr System (24G) tl LP~ certainty satisfies slatemeuls 1 & 3 Here the spling 
constant !s is large and the damping constant c is rven lalgel [29] The exact solution to 
(246) is 

1 

( I 

1000 
x(t) = %i, -~Pnot + -e-l x z”F-t 

999 > 
(251) 

D.ll Functional Iteration 

i(j) = p (252) 

Problem (‘252) posse‘sscs a unique solobion to which the iteration (253) will converge it c 
sat,isties a Lipschitz con<lition in a neighborhood of fi [14] 

Catain problems, e g a roul-findmg problem f(y) = 0 can be t,ransfolmrd into a fixed 
porn1 ploblcm such that leprated applications of (253) convage t,u the solution of t,he prob. 
tern Root-finding problems and fixed-point problems are equivalent classes in the following 
sense C:ivm a loot-finding problem f(p) = 0 WC can define a fun&m y with a fixed point 
at p in a numbel of ways, e g , as y(z) = z ~ f(z) or as y(s) = z + 3/(z) Convr~sely, if the 
function y has a fixed point at I,, then the function defined by j(x) = :x-g(r) has a zero 
at 1, The fxe&pr)iut folm of a plohlrm is easier to analyze than the lout-finding folm and 
ce: taiu fix&point, choices lead t,o vc~y pnwc1ful loot-finding techniques [37] 

E g to tind a loot “1 
f(s) = sin z, (254) 
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iu the interval [I, 61, we could itelate 

gl(r) = z + ksinz, 

begiuning at 
29 = 4 000, 

until a fixed point is approximated within a tolerance of c = 0 01 

co= 4000, 
II = 3 622, 
2 = 3 391, 
z3 = 3 267, 
z4 = 3 205, 
2 = 3 173, 
?F= 3 157, 
2’ = 3 149 

x7 then is within the specified (olr~ance of a root of (254) 
Cert,ain choices fol g converge faster than (255), e g 

(255) 

(256) 

(257) 

gz(r) = z + sin 3; (258) 

pr0dW3 
d’= 4 000, 
21 = 3243, (259) 
z2= 3 142 

The lineal systems arising from spe&l cases of implicit uumelical methods fol ODES 
and PDF,s ale genitally solved by itaative methods 

D.12 Newton-Raphson Method 
i\nother itelat,ive method for loot-finding is the Newtowllaphson melhod (NR), or simply 
Newlon’s melhod Suppose that f is twice continuously diffelentiahle on [u, b] Let 5 t [n, b] 
be au appluximation to a loot 11 such that, f’(i) # 0 and 115 - pll is “small” Consider the 
first Taylor polyuumial fol f(r) expanded albout Z, 

f(a) = f(j;) + f’(qz - f) + fyqz - Z)L, (260) 

whcle t(z) lies between z and 2 Since f(p) = 0, this equation, with 1: = 11, gives 

0 = f(E) + f’(Z)(p - E) + 
f”(G)) 

2  (p-E)2 (7.61) 

Newton’s method is derived by assuming that, since j/y - ~11 1s small, the term involving 
(p - E)~ is negligible and that 

0 = f(E) t f’(z)(p - E) (262) 

Sohing for p in equation (262) give3 

f(3 1’” - 
f’(Z) 

(263) 

This sets the stage hx the Newton-Raphson method, which &Its with an initial apploxi- 
mation p0 and genaates the sequence [jn, defined by 
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D.13 The Trapezoidal Rule 
Suppose that f(x) is continuous for a 5 z < 6, and let a = zo < ZI < za < < cc,, = b he 
a subdivision of [a, b] into 11 equal intavals “f length h = (b - n)/ll Then 

D.14 Linear Multistep Methods 
Using the shortened not,ation 

p+j = f(jj=+j ,tn+j), j = O,l, ,k (266) 

(267) 

which is essentially a l-step and not a 2-step me.( hod, and is in pl artice iodistiug~~ishable 
from the l-skp method 

p1 - j,” = hf (270) 

Method (270) is F’P:, thr silnplrst of all nunelical rncthods fol DES [14] DE is then 

y+ _ 1/” = )!jn+l (271) 

Note ihat in (270), uk = 01 = 1, (~0 = -1, @k z/J = 0, and fi,, = 1, and that in (271), 
nr = n1 = 1, nn = -1, Pe = /31 = 1, and /k = 0 In general, if /jr = 0, t,he mAad is 
rxplicit, othawisc the metho, is implicit 

D.15 Predictor-Corrector Methods 

Suppose that WC wish to solve tht! standad IVP by an implicit LMhl Then at earl, step we 
ha e to solve f”l 1/ n+k the implicit sgst,rw 

X’e normally do this hy the fixed point ii~:lation 

(273) 
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which will cowage to tbe unique solution of (272) provided that, 

whrle L is the Lipschitz constant of f with rrspett to y For non-stiff problems, this 
lestliction on h is not, significant, in plact,ice, considerations of accuracy put a much mole 
lrstlictive constraint on h Although (273) will converge for alhihary yntc,‘, wxh itelation 
calls fol one evaluation of the function f, and computation can obviously be saved if we can 
provide as good a guess as possible fol $‘+‘a0 Th’ IS 1s conveniently done hy using a separate 
ez~~cylicif LMM to provide the initial guess ji” +‘,’ We call this explicit m&hod the pedzctor 
and t.he implicit method (272) t,he correclnr, the two together comprise a Predzclor-Cor~eclor 
(PC) pozr [14] 

D.16 Adaptive Stepsize 
During t,he cause of t,hc integration of an IVP it is paiodically nercssary to change bhe 
stepsize to minimize comput,ational walk while maintaining prescribed accuracy [44] (and 
stability) Any worthwhile numclical ODE packagr vaies the sirpsize dynamically as it 
integmtes, and its methods are called adaplzue sl~pszze methods In pats of t,hc inter\al 
(to, fjv) where the solution g(r) valics rapidly, we typicall> want smaller steps, whaeas in 
pats whelp the solution in nealy constant,, we usually want lager steps In practice, we 
have a palamrtcl t alId we wall1 II>11 5 f, f 01 each step we lake Of course we would like 
to take as hig a step as we ran One adaptive stepsize nrrt,bod estimates the LTE c?‘(/L) as 

D 17 Runge-Kutta Methods 
The simplest of all numaical methods is FE, 

Y -n+1 = f)” + ,L p (277) 

FE is lineal in $’ and p and, being a one-step n&hod, plesent,s no difficulty when we want 
to change t,hc steplength, but of cow~e it has very low actuacy Linear multist,ep n&hods 
achieve higher accuracy by retaining linrarit,y wit,b respect to 2/‘1+J and fn+j, i = 0, 1, Sk, 
but sacrificing the one-step format The result of retaining the linearity is t,hat the local 
crrol has a lelativcly simple stluctule, which is why we are able to estimate it so easily, the 
cost of moving to a multistep format is the considaahle difficulties encolmt,eled when WC 
want, to change steplength 

Hnnge-Irulta (RI<) melhods develop from Eulel’s Rule in exactly the opposite direction, 
higha order is achieved by retaining the one-step foolnl but sacriliciug thr linearity The 
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result is that there is no difficulty in changing the steplength, but the stlucture of the local 
exror is much mcue complicated, and thae exists no easy and cheap error estimate We 
ax lathcr in a Catch-22 situation, with lineal multistep methods it is easy to tell when we 
ought to change stepleugth hut hard to change it, while with Rung+Iiutta Methods ii is 
ha,1 to tell when to change steplengt,h but easy to change it! 

$’ = f(x,1J), y(a)=rj, f ZxR”“-R”’ (278) 

is defined by 

r 
I 

(279) 

(280) 

(281) 

D.18 Iterative Techniques for Linear Systems 

Iterative methods are used mainly in those problems for which convergence is known to 
he rapid, so that t,he solution is obtained with much less wmk than that of a direct method, 
and fm systmns of large orda hat with many zero coefficients, t,hc so-called ‘sparse” systems, 
fol which eliminatiou methods would be relatively laborious and need much st,olage Such 
systems occur in counection with vibrational problems, BVPs, PDEs, circuit analysis, and 
other applications and have given rise to a rapidly glowing literature [ZL)] 

An iterative technique to solve Ihe linear system AZ = b begins with au initial apploxi- 
mation 9 to the solut,ion 2, and gcnaates a sequence of vectors {%“\~z”=o which converges to 
5 Iterative techniques involve a process that convats t,he system A? = b into au equivalent 
sysleru of the folm i = Ti + E for some matrix T and vector ? Afta the initial vectu z?’ 
is selected, the sequence of approximate svlution vectors is genaated by computing 

This is a fmm uf fixrrl-point iteration 1371 
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D 18.1 Jacobi Iteration 

The lineal system Ai = & given by 

can he converted to the form Z = Ti + i: as follows Solve each equation E, fol zi to obtain 

(284) 

x; = - +1.; - 4 zz -u 500, 

2; z -+y + &g + 2 = 0 800, (280) 

xi zz ~ &x; + g 20 = 1 150 

A~ldilional ittxates a’ = (zf , zg, zfj)’ are gclteratrtl in a sirrdal r~~amlel anrl lo 3 decimal 
plnlrs a,ci 

$0 = ( 0 000, 0 ouo, 0 oouy, 
$1 zz (-0 500, 0 8Ui1, 1 15ll)T, 
.2 L = (-0 900, 0 9x7, 1030)~, 
13 = (-0 993, n 997, 1 Uln)‘, (287) 

i4 = (-0 999, 1000, 1 OOll)I, 
2 = (-1 000, 1000, lOW)T 

Note that this ~~\ethod converges to the solution 

5 = (-1 eon, 1 oou, 1 OUD)T PW 

of (283) to an a~cwacy of 3 decimal places in 5 iterations We us~dy itelale until a fixed 
I~umber of it,elations aLe complete, or until 
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convc~ges, to 3 decimal places, to the solution 

i = (5 000,3 000,l oUo)Y (291) 

in 59 itaatious .Jacobi iteration applied to the system 

does not converge at all Also, in practice, the linear system is ofteu much lager than the 
3 x 3 systems illustrated hcle 

P = ( 0 000, 0 000, 0 000)T, 
,’ = (-0 500, 0 833, 1 U25)T, 
$2 = (-0 917, 0 998, 1 UUU)T, (294) 
?:3 = (-0 999, 1000, 1 OIIU)T, 
r” = (-1 000, 1000, 1 UOO)’ 

Not,r that this method ronvr~gcs to the solution 

i = (-I uoo, 1 UOO,l 000)’ (295) 

of (2X3) to an accuracy of 3 decimal placrs in 4 iterations a 20% saving ovel Jacobi it,eration 
Gauss-S&de1 itelation applied to (290) convagcs, tu 3 decimal places, to the solution 

i = (5 uoo,3 oou, 1 oooy (296) 

in 2X iterations a 53% saving 0x1 Jar&i itelation 
Gauss-Seidel is a method of success~z~e rorreclivns because each element z: of an approx- 

imation :? is used as soon as it is calculated [29] Gauss-S&H itelation is not obviously 
parallel, hut, when used to solve PDEs, thae is much parallrlisn~ hidden in it 
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D.19 Subroutine Packages 
Colleclions of subrout ines fol solving systems of ODES, called subroutine packnges, or soh~ers, 
et,c , are available The Zzuermvre Solver for Ordinary Diflerenlzal Epuafzons (ZSODE) is 
designed to p lodwe numerical solutions to IVPs, especially to1 stiff chrmiral kinetics ploh- 
lcms This FORTRAN-callablr package,  witten by Alan C Hindmawb at Lawrence Ziw 
ermore Na2ioaal Lnborato,y (ZZNL), llSe~ t,he bac~~uald-(~ifferellce f0rda (BDF) met~lod, 
and  implicit, Adams methods [44] 

Another FORTRAN collection is C’HEMSODE n stzjj ODE solver /or the eqsatzms of 

rhemzcal I;inelics, developed by Cohn J AIO at LLNL This package implements three dif- 
fclent types of precondit ioned time diftacncing techniques, a long with a  choice ofsteplcngth 
control, which eliminate the newI iol the matrix algrbra typically assvciated wibh implicit 
numerical methods, while Irt,aining the numaical stability [IO] 
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E Parallel Processing 
Some terminology from Parallel Plocessiug is def ined here 

I CPU ~ Cent,ral Processing Unit, a  single computer  

2  OS - Operat ing System 

3  bnndwidih - the bandwidth ot a  memory syst,em is the maximum number  of hytrs that 
can he  tlansferled in one  second between the processing component  and  the memory 
This concept  can be  extended to describe the rate at which other syst,em components  
involved in the tlanspolt of data can operate [45] 

4 pzpelining - the process of putt& port ions of a  problem inbo an  assembly line E g 
consider adding two floating point numbers a  = 1  0123e3,  b = 1 UllOOr-1 W e  can 
paform this addit, ion iu stages 

(a) Shift, so radix points align 

(b) Add 

0  010123e-1  
1  000000e-1  

(306) 

0  010123~.1 
+ 1  000000~-1 (307) 

1010123r~l  

(c) Sllifl 

(d) Kound 

5  veclor machzne - a  computer  implementing the pipelining paradigm 

6  parnllelism ~ the p~occss of pafaming tasks concurrently, the deg~cr  to which pot 
tions of a  problem can he  processed concurrently 

7  problem sue - the number  of pieces of data that we want to update 

8  pnrnllel nuchzae - a  computel  consisting of two OL  more WUs conurcted via some 
interconnection n&walk, a  collection of multiple processors that work on  a  single plot]. 
Ian Such a  computer  system is capable of achieving t lemcndous cost/pelformancr 
hen&s Parallel processor are classified as eitha shared nwnory OL  dzsfrrbaled mm- 
ory machines Machines consisting of 1,000,000 01  mole CPUs ale called mxsszt~ely 
pnlallel colnputrrs 
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9 parallel tuall clock time, 1, - the maximum time fol a CPU in a parallel machine to 
complete its port,ion of the problem If t; is the time lequiled for CPU i t,” complete, 
and there are m  CPUs, then t, = ma$?=~ ti 1, is essenl.ially the time requilcd for a 
parallel machinr to completr the problem 

10 serial wall clock tzme, t, -the total tilrrefol all CPIIs in a parallel rnachinc to complete 
their portions of the problem f, = Cyzl ti 1, is essentially the time that would hr 
lequiled for a. single machine to complete all portions ot the problem sequentially 

11 A node in a network con&s of a process”~ and its local memory The size n of 
a network is the numbcl of nodes it contains A pnrtilion is a paticular scheme for 
dividing a problem into portions, or a corresponding configuration of nodes in a parallel 
plocessol 

13 HP ~ Relative Pe~folmauce Rl’ = (ts/t,,)/n RP is rssrntially the efficiency of 
the parallelization of t,bc problem If the problem is dividrd evenly hetwern CPUs, 
then RP = 1 If RP = 1, then we hare a pelfcctly scnlnble p~ohlem A value of 
RP > 1 is said to be superlinear If dividing the pr&lrm into small portions results 
in the problem fitt,ing completely into the CPlls’ local cache mem”lics, then we have 
rliminat,ed the t,imc spent in communication with slow ~nemory, and not replaced it 
with time spent in message-passing Thus we have t,, < t,jn, and therefore RP > 1 
Fm performance YS p~ocrsso~s, any value 01 RP bet,la than 1 is a good return 

14 load bnlnnczng - shaling the processing bul<len equally across all C’PUs in a parallel 
machine, to minimize 1, The goal of load balancing is to keep proccss”~ nodes husy 
and havr them finish roughly at the samr time Valuable procrssor cycles are wasted 
if some nodes have to wait on “thrls t” finish The g;lratrst speedup is possible only 
whrn all p~occssors ale busg all of the tilne 

15 S’IMD ~ Sillgle-Instrllctioll Multi-D&a All CPIJs exe< utc the same instruction si- 
multaueously In t,he SIAID paadigm, all C!PIJs do the SI?IIIP thing at the sitnle time 
or else Ihey remain idle F g a vector pr~xcss”~ 

IG MIMD ~ Mult,i~Instru~ti”n hlulti-Data Many CPUs can be simull aneuusly executing 
different instru( tions on different data Fuithermolr, these CPUs operate in a lagely 
a”t”n”mous manner as tllougll they WrlC sepa1atr coluputels 

18 A shn~ed n~en~ory arcbitrcture is one which a, Lomplislles interprocessol coordination 
through a global mcm”ry shaled by all CPUs (cf distributed memory) 
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which must be written into the application software by a programmer Thus, prc+ 
gtamme~s must learn the message-passing paladigrn, and cope with t,he details of data 
copying and the attendant consistency issues 

23 Ale&o CS-2 -- a distributed memory system Communication must he requested no 
shaled mrmo,y [46, 271 
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F Related Methods 

F.2 Finite Difference Approximations to Derivatives. 
When  a  fun&on F and its derivatives are singlesvalued, finite and  cont inuous functions of 
s:, then hy ‘i’i~ylor’s theorem, 

Additioll of thrsr expansions gives 

F(x + h) + F(z - h) = 2F(?) + h2F”(x) + O(h’), (313) 

F”(Z) = i$ 
( > = ; {F(z + h) - W (r) + F (c - h)} (314) 

z=z 

LX t,he slope of t,he chord AP giving bhc b&ward-difference fnrm~ln (BDF) 

F’(z) s ; {F(z) ~ F(z - h)] , (317) 

Roth (316) alld (317) can he  derived immrdiatelyf~om (311) aud (312) respectively, assuming 
second and  higher powers of 1~  ale negligible This shows that the Ie:allinl: clro~s in t,hrse 
folwalrl arid hackwald-dif fclence formulae are hoth 0(/z) [40] 



we set up a glid in bhe x-t plane with glid spacings AZ and Al The basis of the simplest 
bite diflaencr method is to replace the second derivative on t,he right-hand side of (318) 
hy a cenlrnl difference quotient in a: and replace ut by a fol ward diffeelence in t ime Then, 
our advances the approximate solution forward in time, one time level after another nhe 
precisely, if we Irt 117 denote the approximate solution at xj = jAx and t,, = n&, then the 
finite diffelenrc analog of (318) is 

(319) 

“L 
IL”+’ = t,; +/l’(qci - 211;’ + $-,), 3 j= 1, >‘1 (320) 

what 
DAf 

p=&p 
(321) 

At<%, 

r 

and is slightly stlollga than the actual stahilii> lcstriction which can he daived fol (320) 
PO1 

Note that vncc the ligltb-hand side of (318) is apploximatcd hy a central difference quo- 
tient, ZL~ call he approximated by, e g a forward differencr (explicit Ill&hod), a backward 
diffexxe (implicit method), the Numerical Method of Lines, a Pleconditiuned Time Dif- 
fc:lence, etc wherein diffamt numclical methods alisr 

F.4 Finite Element Method 
lhr F’inile Element Melhod (FEhl) was originally dewloped for use iu civil erlgineairlg hut 
is now used to, approxinlating the solutions tu partial differential cq”aii<>ns tllat noise ill 
all aleas of alsplird mat,hrmatics Our advantage of t,hr finitr elrrllent method owl finite 
alitfa<:nce methods is the relative ease with which the I~ounda~y conditions of the p~oblern 
ale llaudled Many physical problems have hounda) conditions involving daivatives and 
illcgulallg shaped houndalies Huunrla~y conditions of this type are dificult to handle 
using finite differruce terhniques since ea~lr hounday condition involving a derivative must 
he approximated hy a ditfaence quotient at the glidpoints, xud illegular shaping of the 
hounda~y makes placing 1 he @idpoints diflicult The finite element met,hnd includes the 
boundary rondibions as inieglals in a functional that. is being minimized, so the constluctiou 
procedure is iudepeudent of the parlicula boundary conditions of the plohlem 

Consida, e g t,he partial diffaential equation 

+J(:hYb(%Y) = f(~,YL (323) 

with [z, y) E ZJ, whae n is a plane region wiih Iuxmda~y S 
Boundary condit,ions of the form 

*l(r,U)~(:“,y)‘“~O,+q(r,y)~(~,y)c”~R, +,yl(n:,y)u(~,y)=gz(z,y), 
t 

(325) 
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where 81 and 02 are the dilation angles of the outward normal to the bounday at the point 
(+, Y) 

Physical problems in the aleas of solid mechanics and elasticity have associated partial 
diffaential equations simila to (323) Th c solution to a plohlem of this type is typically t,he 
miniluiaation of a catain functional, involvirr& integrals, over a class of functions determined 
by the ploblenl 

Suppose p, ‘1, P, and J ale all continuous in ‘P US, p and ‘1 have continuous fast patial 
delivat,iws, and I/, and y, are continuous on Sz Suppose, in addi(ion, that p(z, y) > 0, 
q(+, y) > 0, 1 (z, y) < 0, and yl(~:, y) > 0 Then a solution to (323) uniquely minimizes the 
functional 

we, all functions 10 satistying (324) on & which are twice continuously differrntiahlc The 
finilr element method approximates this solution by minimizing the functional I ova a 
srnalle~ (lass 01 functions 

The set of fuu<ti”ns used for approximation is generally a set of pircewise polynomials 
of fixed degree in ,x and y, and the approximation lequilcs thai the polynomials be pieced 
together in such a mannr~ t,llat the resulting funciion is continuous with an iniegrahle “1 
continuous fkt 0~ second dtxivative on the entire legion Polynonkils of linea type in z 
and y, 

4(z, y) = n t bE t cy, (327) 
air co~~~~nouly used with triangular elrmcnts, while p”l) nolnials of bilinear type in 2: and y, 

$b(x, y) = (1 t bz t cy + dzy> (328) 
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we retain the index j to account fol variations of u with z, but WC treat t as a continuous 
variable (rather than t evaluated at discrete points collesponding to the in&x n) Thus, 
we will replace the pal&l daivative urs in equation (329) with an algebraic approximation 
evaluated at point j, but keep the derivative ut, this will lead to a systeln of differential 
equations iu f, and since we now have only one iudependent, va~iahle t, t,he differential 
equations will br ODES This is the esscncc of the NUMOL [l(i] 

F.6 Method of Characteristics 

At each p&t of the solution domain of such au eyuatiou their is a dilet tion along mhi<h 
the iut,rglation of equation (333) transfolnrs to the int,rglatiou of an ordinary diffacntial 
equation In other words, in lhis direclzvll t,he cxplession to be intcgratcd will be indeprudrnt 
of partial d~livatives iu other directions, such as p and ‘1 

Assume we kuow the solution values 21 of equation (333) at, rvcry point ou a curve C in 
t,he 2-y plaur, WJIPIP c’ does w~l coiucide with the curve r ou which iuilial values of u ale 
specified The questia~ to he asked at this stage is this “Can we clete~miur valurs fol p 
and 4 on C from the values of u ou C so that thcv satisfy equation (333)!” 

If we can, lhen in dilexlions tangeutinl to C’ from points ou (’ IIF shall aulomxtirally 
satisfy the diflaential lelal,ionslrip 

a11 a21 
rlu = --d;n + -dy = 1’ dE + q c/y, 

az ay 
(334) 

where rly/& is the slope of the tallgent to C: at P(z, y) on C’ 
Frp~at,ions (333-334) ale two equations fol p and 4 Elin~ination of p tictwrrn lhem gives 

dtr = 
c - bq 
--rlz + q dy, (335) 

0 
which cau be written as 

q(a dy - II dz) + (c di:r: - u Au) = 0 (336) 

This equation is explicitly independenl of 1, brcausr t,he (wficiats ~1, 6 and c me functions 
of z, y and u only It can also be made iudepeudrnt of q by choosing the curbe c’ so that 
its slope dy/dx satisfies the equat,ion 

a dy - b rls = 0 (337) 

By equatious (336-337) it then follows that 

Equation (337) is a differcnt,ial equation for the rulve C and (338) is a diffacw ial rq”atiou for 
the solution values ofu along C The cwve C is called a characl~rislzr r U~PC 07 ~harn~lerzslzr 
These equations are easy to remember hccausr they caxi br wlittcn as 

dx dy 1171 -=-=- 
u b c 

(:x39) 

This also shows that u may be found fiorn either the equat,ion flu = (c/u)d:c 01 the rquxt,ion 
du = (c/h)dy 1401 



F.7 Particle Methods 
Smoothed Particle IIydrodyllnmirs (SPII) was invented to deal with problems in astrophysics 
involving fluid Massey moving athitlalily in 3-D in the absence of boundaliez A typical 
example is t,he Iiumtxical sum&lion of the fission of a lapidly lotating stal The wide 
variety of applications of SPH which large from post-Newtonian fluid dynamics to highly 
supr~sonic m&al alld lo<k rollisions show that SPH is a versabile tool That axe argunx.nt,s 
tu suggest that SPII is most effective iu 3-D calculations and least rfficialt in I-D, but t,he 
full effectiveness of SPH is yet to he determined SPH involves the motion of a set of points 
At auy time the velocity and thelmai rncrgy ale known at these points A mars is also 
assigned to each point, anrl, fol this ~rasoll, the points ale lefererrrd to as particles 1~ older 
to move the paticles correctly dulinl: a time step it is necessay to coustluct the forces 
which an element of fluid would cxpelirnce These forces must be constlnrted fioln t,he 
information caried by the pariicles [47] 



A is the area of the rectangle Note t,hat n in (340) should not be confused with the nunher 
of intervals used in classical numerical methods 

Another Monte Calo procedure is hased on a theaem of calculus which states that the 
integral is determined by the average value of the integrand j(z) in the lange a 5 z 5 b In 
olda to determine this average, we choosr the zi at random instead of at legula intervals 
and sanqle t,he value of f(z) F 01 the 1-D integral, the estimate & of t,be intrgral in the 
“sample mean” method is given by 
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G Related Problems 

G.l The Non-linear Burgers’ Equation 

Burgers’ e~luation is a 1-D vemion (without prcssurr gradient) of the Navies-Stokes e<lnatio,ns 
(85) It governs t,he time evolution of a 1-D velocity field ~(a, 1) 
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km 
K 

ppm  
P 

imaginary corxlponent ot complex X 
1 reaction rate constant, 2 thermal diflusivity, 
3 WaYe numbe1, = 2afX 
photon absorption late 
lea&ion rate ro&cient functions 
1 thermal conductivity, 2 eddy diffusion coefficient 
kilometa, = 103 m 
kelvin 
liquirl 
1 mallix, 2 Lipschitz constant, 
chemical loss rates 
liter 

IU&, x 6 0221 x 1023 
1 mrnber of itaatiuns, 2 system size 
llall”nretPl, = 10-g m  
1 mat,lix, 2 total number of chemical species involved in the 
siluulation 

one-dinxnsioual plane boundary 
inrlepcndeut time variable, usually in seconds 
initial value oft 
ntll inter&on oft If At is constant, t, = to + n~A1 
1 matrix, 2 lniod of (raveling wave, 3 tempclatuc 
dependent scalar vaiable 
nt,h time it,eration of u 
jth spa&l iteration and nth temporal itelation of u 
s + 1 collrctol itelatiou of n + 1 p~rdict.“~ iteration of u 
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> u,)’ column vector of q ~omponenis, usually of q spatial points 
partial derivative of u with respect, to z 
second partial derivative of 21 
concrntlation of ith chemical species 
jth qjatial ilaation alld nbh tcmpL>ral iteratio” of <oncentlafio” 01 
ith chenliral species 

I lw? column vector of N comlwnrnts, usually of co”ccntlations r,l N 
chemical co”stitue”ts 
matrix 
phasr velocity of traveling wave, = X/77 = w/!s 
vvlume 
velocity of a fluid 
vrctor space 
VOll 
independent space variables 
dependent vrrtol vaiablrs 
iuitial \aluc of 5 
ith component of jth itaation of vector Z 
Jacobi collection, computed as iteration P + 1 UC Ja(ol,i mrthod 
infinite scquencr of vectors i” 
first,, second, rtc drlivativr of z(f) wit,h Irspect to f 
first, sccoud, etc dai\ntivc of 3/ 
jth dependent valiablr y iu a systenl of ODES 
amplitude of traveling wave 
nth drlivative uf 1, 
a< tua1 value “1 j(f) evaluat~ed at ti 
“umerical apploximatio” to k(ti) 
diffusion corflicicnt 
a culvc in the z-y plane 
Kxonecker delta, = 1 if i = j, 0 if i # j 
time ill~lcrnrnl (may be constant, may be \aliable) A2 = 1,,+, ~ 1,, 
space inclenlrnt 
change in concentration al X02, c g 
diffarutial YP( in1 operator, in SD = &i + &i + &i’ 
t&lance 
initial condition vector 
ilileciion a”glcs of outward normal to plane lcgio” lx~undxlv 
arbitrary constauts in ODE solution 
1 wavelength of solar ladiatiorl photon, 2 wavcle”gth of traveling 
wax, 3 eigmvalue 
corllbi”rd itelat,io” constaut 
1 C~cqueucy of sola radiation photau, 2 ki”elnatic viscnsit,y 
point i” iutrrbal of intrlcst whew Taylor lcmainder is a siuglr tetlu 
1 advect~io” cortf<icnt, 2 deusitJ 
slwt,ral ladius of rnatlix A 
specitic heat 
1 quantum yield, 2 atnlosphrlic eddy flux 
apploxirlmting funr tion 
vectm function of vector \xliahle y aud time *aiable I 
iucremmt function 
pal liculat intrglnl in ODE solution 
I relaxation weightirlg facto,, 2 angular hrque”cy, = 2n/T 
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I Abbreviations 
Various ahbleviations ale in use in this text As was noted previously for the notation, most, 
of thr abblrviations ale defined when they first occur in use, but are tablllated brre as well 

H(’ 
BDF 
BE 
BVP 
CIIEMSODE 
CPIi 
DE 
DEC 
DHM 
FDM 
FE 
FF:M 
FLIC 
FTCS 
GS 
IBVP 
IC 
IN 
IVP 
LLNI, 
LMM 
LSODE 
LTE 
LW 
MIMU 
MPI 
NR 
NUMOL 
ODE 
OS 
PC 
PD 
PDE 
PIC 
PTD 
RISC 
RI< 
RP 
SDD 
SHM 
SIMD 
SOR 
SPH 
TAE 
WV 

Bowldaly Condition 
Backward-Difference Fohlmula 
Backward Euler 
Boundary Value Problem 
a stiff ODE solv~l fol the equations of chemical kinetics 
Celltral Processing Unit 
Diffelcntial Equal.ion 
Digital Equipmrnt Corporation 
Damped Ra~mmic Motion 
Finite Difference Method 
Fox wad Eula 
Finite Element, Method 
Fluid Iu Cell 
Finite Time Crntlal Space 
Gauss-Seidel 
Initial Bnundary Value Problem 
Initial (!onrlition 
IntelronnrLtion Netrvolk 
Initial Value Problrm 
Law~mcr Livrlmxe National Labolatolv 
Linear Mult,istcp Mrt~lmd 
Livamxe Solves for Ordinary Diflelential Equalims 
Local Truncation Ellol 
Lax-Wend~off 
~lulti-Ilrstll~ct~ion Multi-Data 
Message-Passing Illteirtace 
Newton-Raphsou 
Numerical Method of Lines 
Oldinnry Diffmential Equation 
Opel sting System 
Plrdictor-Colrsrtm 
Positive Definite 
Pal tial Diflmcntial Equatirm 
Pal title In Cell 
Plcconditioned Time Diltcrmring 
Reduced Instruction Set Computa 
Runge-Iiutta 
Relative Pnfolnxmce 
St,lictly Diagonally I)mninant, 
Simple Harmonic Motion 
Single-Instro<tion Mult,i-Data 
Successive Over-Rrlaxation 
Slno~~l,hed Paticle IIydlodynmsics 
Total Accumulated Erlol 
Upwinil Diftelen~ing 
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